Internet was developed as a packet data network where users and data sources (server) with specific IP addresses interacted over a pre-established communication channel. This model of client-server data communication has evolved into a peerto-peer mode of data sharing in recent times. Applications like, YouTube, Bit Torrent, social networks have revolutionized the idea of user generated contents. Modern users care only for specific data items irrespective of their sources. So, the idea of using IP addresses to identify servers hosting a particular content is losing its importance. Moreover, want of IP addresses is a challenging issue haunting the Internet community since long. The need of the time is a content-centric networking platform where data hosts are of less importance, and Named Data Networking (NDN) has been proposed to that end. NDN allows users to float a data request without any knowledge about the hosting entity. NDN can handle user mobility, security issues more efficiently than the current Internet. Although NDN has been proposed in 2010, so far, there is no survey paper studying its architecture and various schemes proposed for its different characteristic features, like, naming, adaptive forwarding and routing, caching, security, mobility, etc. In this paper, we introduce a novel taxonomy to study NDN features in depth. We have also covered several NDN applications. We conclude our survey by identifying a set of open challenges which should be addressed by researchers in due course.
INTRODUCTION
nternet was designed more than thirty years ago as a point-to-point conversation between two end hosts which allowed the users to fetch data from well-known servers. After TCP/IP protocol stack was introduced [1], packet switching allowed users to transfer text, audio, and video packets over the Internet.
Though, the Internet has shown great resilience over the years, more recently, changes in the nature of applications, user requirements, and usage patterns have significantly strained it. Recently evolving content-centric applications, like, social networking, e-commerce, YouTube [2] , Netflix [3] , Amazon [4] , iTunes [5] , etc., allow users to share texts, images, audios, and videos and have become the source of half of the world's Internet traffic. Recent surge on production and consumption of user generated contents (UGCs) are failing the Internet because it was not designed to support the newly evolving content distribution model [6] [7] [8] . Today, most of the application data delivery model is concerned about what data is needed irrespective of their locations. Moreover, support for mobility and security is not in-built in Internet, but offered as multiple patches or add-on features which may fail at times.
The aforementioned reasons urged researchers to find an efficient alternative architecture to the Internet, which will inherently support content-centric communication. Among several funded projects for designing content-based future Internet paradigms, Named Data Networking (NDN) came up as the promising candidate [6] [7] [8] [9] which directly deals with application generated variable-length, location-independent names to search and pull contents for a requesting user, irrespective of their hosting entity.
The basic design principles of NDN are based on the Internet. NDN can directly use major IP services like, Domain Name Service (DNS) and inter-domain routing policies. IP routing protocols like, BGP and OSPF can be adapted to NDN with little modifications. However, NDN offers certain enhanced features as explained below. It uses data packets with content names [6] instead of source and destination addresses. The use of unique content names for communication allows routers to keep track of packets' states, which supports numerous functions unlike the IP routers. The data packets are selfcontained and independent from where they are retrieved and where they can be forwarded. These features allow in-network caching of contents for fulfilling future requests and inherently support consumer mobility. In NDN, all data packets are signed by its producer and verified by the consumer, unlike IP. NDN routers support multi-path forwarding, i.e., they can forward a user request to multiple interfaces at the same time. Moreover, the use of content name for communication removes the need of application-specific middleware too.
NDN and Internet share the same layered hourglass architecture with functional differences between corresponding layers [6] [10] , as shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b) . The OSI communication model has only Internet Protocol (IP) in the Network layer. However, it is difficult to add new functionalities to the IP and to modify the existing ones. As a future Internet paradigm, NDNs network layer [6] [7] must support scalability (support to large Internet topology and high amount of name prefixes), security (integrity, origin authentication and relevance of routing information), resiliency (to detect and recover from packet delivery performance), and efficiency (support multi-path forwarding and in-network caching for efficient data dissemination).
As shown in Fig. 1(b) , security and strategy are two new layers added to the NDN protocol stack. Security layer provides security to each and every piece of content, unlike securing the entire communication channel in Internet. Strategy I layer is used for the stateful NDN forwarding plane, which makes forwarding decision for each incoming content request. NDN does not maintain a separate transport layer. All the functions of Internet's transport layer are embedded into the NDN forwarding plane. [6] NDN has evolved from the Information Centric Networking (ICN) research area as shown in Fig. 2 , which has also inspired many other Internet architectures [11] . Recently, researchers have analyzed the key features and issues of NDN as the future Internet architecture (FIA) [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . They have discussed about design principles of NDN compared to other FIAs, such as FIND [19] , NEBULA [20] , XIA [21] , GENI [22] , 4WARD [23] , FIRE [24] , AKARI [25] , JGN2Plus [26] , etc. [9] NDN, although novel and promising, has many open research challenges, like scalability problem in routing, want of support of wire-rate forwarding, and absence of a proper naming guideline for application development and network data delivery. A lot of work has been done on NDN within a very brief time span, but no survey exists till date to study about NDN architecture and its features in a contiguous and coherent manner. In this paper, we shall analyze NDN characteristic features and summarize several proposed techniques on various functionalities of NDN. We shall further compare/contrast features and functionalities of NDN and IP in a purely objective manner for the benefit of future researchers. In summary, in this paper, we make the following key contributions.
• We propose a feature tree-based taxonomy that organizes NDN key features and their relationships into a framework to help understand and classify the existing work.
• We provide a brief overview of NDN and its characteristic features and compare them with core functionalities of the Internet.
• We provide a detailed review of existing works on different aspects of NDN as per our proposed taxonomy, covering architecture and organizational structure, routing, data dissemination and retrieval strategies, and applications.
• We also discuss several open problems and identify directions for future research. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the tree taxonomy of NDN in terms of the architecture, system services, and applications. In Section 3, we briefly explain the core features and functions of NDN. In Section 4 and 5, we provide a detailed survey and analysis of several NDN characteristic features based on our proposed taxonomy. In Section 6, we provide a functional comparison of NDN with the Internet/IP. Finally, in Section 7, we conclude the paper after discussing the challenges, open problems, and future directions of NDN research.
and NDN applications. As NDN is a novel networking paradigm, we have also covered a short survey of several practical applications that have been or can be developed using NDN. This will help to convince future researchers that NDN have the potential to shoulder the responsibilities of Internet for all practical purposes in coming years. The time span of the papers covered in this survey is from Oct. 2010 to Sep. 2015. • System Architecture. This discusses the organization of different components and their interaction within the system along with its several working principles.
• System Services. It concerns about the main functional characteristics of NDN, which includes routing, store-&-forward, security, privacy and trust, and mobility. Since, NDN supports in-network caching of user requested content while delivering the same. Store-&-forward can further be sub-divided into caching and forwarding. Security is the best in-built feature of the NDN architecture which provides secure communication through named data. While, mobility deals with the handling of all issues related to the consumer and provider mobility.
• Applications. It shows the practical benefits of the well-designed NDN architecture in real life through different traditional as well as novel applications. Based on the nature of the underlying architecture design, NDN supports these features for the development of robust network and applications. Naming in NDN is purely application-specific. So, we have discussed various naming schemes in existing NDN literature along with the several applications.
NDN SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND WORKING PRINCIPLES
NDN fetches content by names where naming is implemented as a part to facilitate content search and/or retrieval. Naming schemes are application-specific and are independent of the network [6] [10] . The names that are used to get a global data must be globally unique. A content name (CN) (used by an academic institute) and its hierarchical structure are shown in Fig. 4 . In order to access specific course content, a user will type related keywords, based on which search application will generate a request with the following CN/edu/yale/oyc/computer/comp-201/lecture-1. NDN communication is initiated by the consumer in the form of an Interest packet (I_pkt) (see Fig. 5(a) ). When an I_pkt reaches to content publisher or a node having valid requested content, a Data packet (D_pkt) (see Fig. 5(b) ) is issued for that I_pkt. CNs are embedded in both the I_pkt and D_pkt. D_pkt retraces the path of the I_pkt in reverse (symmetric communication) to reach the user. In this paper, the node which returns (a cached copy of) the requested content is termed as 'provider', and the node which actually produced (created or generated) the content, is termed as 'producer'. [10] Each NDN router maintains the following three data structures [10] (Fig. 6 ).
• Content Store (CS). In NDN, each D_pkt is idempotent, self-identifying (CN identifies the data a user wants) and selfauthenticating (contains producer signature) [10] . Therefore, each D_pkt can be used by several consumers, e.g., multiple users may read the same newspaper. For increasing the sharing probability, saving bandwidth, and reducing content retrieval time, NDN router caches a copy of D_pkt passing through them (based on the local caching policy) in the CS until they get replaced by the new content (because of finite cache size). Searching CS entries take place through exact matching (character-by-character match) of names.
• Pending Interest Table (PIT) . PIT maintains an entry for each incoming I_pkt until its corresponding D_pkt arrives or the entry lifetime expires, whichever is earlier. These PIT entries are used to forward D_pkt downstream to the consumer. Searching PIT entries take place through exact matching of names.
• Forwarding Information Base (FIB). FIB maintains next-hop(s) and other information for each reachable destination name prefix. The FIB is populated by the routing protocol and used for forwarding the I_pkt upstream. Fig.7 : Forwarding Process at NDN Node [6] The forwarding process of an I_pkt and the corresponding D_pkt at an NDN router is illustrated in Fig. 7 . Whenever an I_pkt from a user U arrives at an NDN router, the associated CN is searched in the CS to find a match. If a matching content is found, the NDN router forwards the contents to U through a D_pkt, signed by the producer's key [10] . Otherwise, the CN is looked up in the PIT. If a matching PIT entry is found, I_pkt's incoming interface will be added to the list of interface(s) which is known as Interest aggregation. So, when the corresponding D_pkt is available, all interested users will receive a copy of that D_pkt. If no PIT entry is found for an incoming I_pkt, the I_pkt is passed to the router's FIB which performs a longest prefix match (LPM), e.g., for a CN '/p/q/r/s', FIB will find out possible LPMs like, '/p', '/p/q', '/p/q/r' and '/p/q/r/s' as shown in Fig. 8 . When a matching FIB entry is found for these LPMs, I_pkt is forwarded to the corresponding next-hop(s) and a new PIT entry will be created with its incoming interface for the same. Otherwise, either the I_pkt is flooded to all outgoing interfaces or deleted as the router's forwarding policy decides. Dibenedetto, et al. [34] have argued that inter-domain routing protocol like, Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) must be considered in the future Internet architecture. Inter-domain routing protocols make routing decisions based on paths and network policies while intra-domain routing protocols like, Link State Routing (LSR) and Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) calculate the shortest path among the routers. Network operators set up and implement policies for route selection. The authors have also discussed about the different parameters like, routing, cache access, and FIB usage for inter-domain routing policies. Moreover, the authors have also focused towards NDN economic incentives for cache sharing, routing rebate, CS, and PIT policies.
OSPF-based Routing for NDN
For supporting the name based routing in NDN, IP based routing protocol OSPF is extended to distribute name prefixes and to calculate routes for them. A name-based dynamic routing protocol OSPF for Named-data (OSPFN) [31] , is designed, implemented and tested on the NDN testbed [35] . The OSPFN routing protocol uses three main modules which run in parallel at a node: Content Centric Networking Daemon (CCND), OSPF Daemon (OSPFD), and OSPFN. CCND handles the forwarding of NDN packets. OSPFD floods the Opaque Link State Advertisements (OLSA) to the entire network. OSPFN builds the name OLSA and provides them to its local OSPFD. [31] OSPFN routing works in seven main steps as stated and explained here.
Step 1, when a node boots up, it prepares name OLSA for each name prefix it wants to announce in the network.
Step 2, OSPFN provides OLSA to its local OSPFD for flooding in the entire network.
Step 3, when a node's OSPFD receives an OLSA, it provides updated OLSA to its local OSPFN as shown in Fig. 10. Step 4, If OLSA is new and updated, OSPFN extracts the name prefix along with the router-ID from name OLSA and maintains it into a name prefix table.
Step 5, OSPFN sends query to OSPFD for finding the nexthop(s) to reach the origin router(s) of each name prefix.
Step 6, after receiving a query message from OSPFN, OSPFD checks its routing table for next-hop list, and path cost and send the routes back to OSPFN.
Step 7, OSPFN prepares FIB entries (name prefix, next-hop(s), and path cost) and updates to CCND.
OSPFN also supports multi-path routing only by ranking the list of next-hops in the CCND's FIB. Still, OSPFN uses IP addresses as Router-IDs and relies on Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) tunnels to cross legacy networks and returns only single best next-hop for each name prefix. Management of these IP addresses and tunnels increases overhead and limits support for NDN multi-path forwarding. 
Two-layer Routing for NDN
Dai, et al. [32] have presented a two-layer multi-path routing protocol for NDN by combining the Topology Maintaining (TM) layer and the Prefix Announcing (PA) layer together as shown in Fig. 11 . TM layer maintains topology of the entire network and calculates the shortest path. TM layer provides the shortest path to upper layer as a service. The upper layer PA actively publishes the content by sending announcements to all other nodes using single-source shortest-path tree available at the router. Also, router maintains their FIB using incoming announcements. In passive service mode, an Interest is flooded till the I_pkt reached to any corresponding content provider (or, producer).
Actively publishing any content may increase the FIB entries and passive service of the contents can increase the traffic in the network. These factors can degrade the system performance and scalability of NDN routing algorithms. To deal with these problems, the authors have also proposed popularity-based active publishing. Now, the main task of the upper layer PA is to actively publish popular contents decided on the basis of their access frequency and passively publish unpopular contents on the basis of their requirements. Moreover, another solution for suppressing the FIB size is popularity threshold, which is shown in Fig.12 (a) . Whenever an announcement A arrives at a router, it compares announcement popularity AP with router's local popularity threshold T (calculated on the basis of individual router's memory size and other factors). If AP >T, then announcement name prefix is maintained in the FIB, otherwise, not.
Name aggregation can also be applied for suppressing the FIB size as shown in Fig. 12 (b) . E.g., '/in/co/google/NDN', '/in/co/google/IP', and '/in/co/google/CCN' share a common prefix '/in/co/google'. So, these name prefixes can be suppressed into '/in/co/google'. 
Link State Routing in NDN
Named-data Link State Routing protocol (NLSR) [33] , is a link-state routing protocol which runs on the top of NDN where each D_pkt used for routing updates are signed by the originating router for supporting authentication. There are four key factors of NLSR routing protocol. First is, to name the routers, links, process, data, and keys. Second is, distribution of keys and trust for them. Third is, to pull the routing updates dissemination instead of pushing updates as in OSPF. Fourth is, to rank the interfaces for supporting multi-path forwarding.
NLSR propagates the LSA for building the network topology and distributing the name prefixes. Each node maintains the Link state Database (LSDB) for storing the latest LSA. There are two types of LSA: adjacency LSA, which advertises all active links connecting an NDN router to its neighbors and prefix LSA, which advertises registered name prefixes. Through this adjacency LSA, every NLSR node finds a network topology. Whenever NLSR finds any failure or recovery in the connected links or neighbors' processes, it sends recent or new LSA to all routers of the network. It also propagates new LSA when any name prefix is added or deleted. NLSR uses NDN I_pkts and D_pkts, therefore, there is need to name the routers and the routing updates where a NLSR process can be named as /<network>/<site>/<router>/NLSR. Routers also exchange the hashes of the LSDB to detect contradictions and perform recoveries from them, which is known as hop-by-hop synchronization. This approach reduces the flooding overhead in a stable network because there is a need to exchange only one hash instead of many LSAs. The NLSR routing protocol uses the CCNx synchronization protocol, or Sync for disseminating the updated (or recent) LSA among the neighboring routers where it remains attached with the CCNx repository (or, Repo). Repo is an application which supports communication with CCND and maintains collections of named data, named as slices. These slices (slice contains LSAs) are kept in the Sync with other identical slices in neighbor nodes. The main steps for LSA dissemination among two routers A and B, as shown in Fig. 13 , are as follows.
Step 1, when Sync of router B wants to synchronize its slice, then, it periodically sends a special I_pkt, Root Advise Interest with the hash value of its local slice to all neighbor nodes.
Step 2, whenever the router A's NLSR creates a new LSA, router A stores in its sync-slice.
Step 3, if the router A's slice-hash value does not match to router B, then router A sends Root Advise Reply to router B with a new hash value of its local slice.
Step 4, router B's sync compares the hashes and request router A for latest hash. Router B's Sync identifies the data required for synchronization and sends content Interest.
Step 5, router A provides content reply to router B.
Step 6, router B's sync sends CN to its local NLSR.
Step 7 and 8, NLSR at the router B retrieves the data from its repo.
Step 9, NLSR at the router B sends recent LSA to its LSDB.
For detecting link failures or NLSR remote process failure, NLSR at the router sends info Interest to its neighbors periodically and waits for the response. If no response arrives during this time, that link is considered down. For recovery of this link, NLSR at the router keeps sending these I_pkts at higher interval of time. When NLSR gets a response, it sets the link status to active, updates adjacency LSA, disseminates LSA and performs routing table computation. Experiments are performed to evaluate the NLSR processing time, messaging overhead and convergence time, which shows that NLSR supports update dissemination, built-in update authentication, and multi-path forwarding efficiently. For real-time evaluation, NLSR is implemented on the NDN testbed having 26 nodes (various institutes or organizations), and 62 links [35] . The main differences between IP-based LSR, NLSR and two-layer intra-domain routing protocols are shown in Table I . The two main differences between IP-based routing protocol LSR and NDN-based routing protocol, NLSR are stated below. First, NLSR takes benefit of NDN authentication by using NDN I_pkts / D_pkts for advertising routing updates. Second, NLSR supports NDN adaptive forwarding strategies like, rank each name prefix for better support of multi-path forwarding.
Caching
Content caching [6] at intermediate nodes, also called in-network storage, is fundamentally important to support the basic concept of content-centric, peer-to-peer data delivery model of NDN at low cost. Caching in NDN has several benefits. Caching contents produced by other nodes help to truly dissociate contents from their producers. Also, it reduces the overhead at the producer side and avoids a single point of failure by making available multiple copies of the same content in the network. It provides high benefits to dynamic contents in case of multicast or retransmission due to packet loss [6] [10] . Also, it significantly reduces the network load and data dissemination latency [7] [10]. Cache performance measurement is usually carried out using the following four metrics: hit ratio, content retrieval delay (the total time elapsed between the instant a content request is generated and the instant it is received by the consumer), average number of hops traversed (to locate and to fetch a requested content is also measured to gauze how well contents are distributed across the network). Another useful cache performance metric can be dissemination speed which measures the time required to disseminate contents down to the network edge.
Cache decision policy determines whether to cache the D_pkt in the intermediate routers or not. For an efficient caching algorithm, two main important questions are where to cache the content? and which content to replace first? Therefore, we have broadly classified caching schemes into cache placement (decision to place the content at the network or not) and cache replacement (decision to cache the content at the router) (see Fig. 14) .
Cache Placement
Leave Copy Everywhere (LCE) is the cache placement policy in-built in the NDN architecture [6] . In LCE, a D_pkt will be cached in all routers existing between the producer (or, provider) and consumer. This scheme induces significant cache redundancy, i.e., the same content is cached at multiple nodes, which reduces the diversity of the cached contents in the whole system. Some existing cache placement algorithms for reducing the cache redundancy, are Leaving copies with Probability (LCProb), and Leaving copies with Uniform Probability (LCUniP) [36] . LCProb caches the content at the router using the caching probability 1/(hop count) and LCUniP caches the content at the router using uniform probability.
In order to increase the utility of cached contents in the whole system, there is need to store popular contents at the network edge which will minimize the content downloading latency and will improve the whole network's cache diversity [36] . There is also need of an effective coordination scheme [36] among the routers for reducing cache redundancy and improving cache diversity. There are two types of cache coordination schemes -explicit and implicit. In the explicit scheme, content access frequency, cache network topology, and network cache's state information must be known apriori for making placement decisions about content. This scheme can be further classified into three categories: global coordination (decision involves all cache nodes), path coordination (decision involves all the cache nodes along the path between the consumer and the producer (or, provider)), and neighbourhood coordination (involves all the neighbours of a cache node). In implicit cache coordination, each cache node does not need to know the state information of the other cache nodes and they exchange little information with others before taking the content placement decision.
We have classified cache placement into three main categories as content popularity, cache partitioning, and selfishness (as shown in Fig. 14) . Content popularity is to cache only popular contents on the network for reducing the inter-domain traffic. Content popularity is calculated through the total number of requests for a content which remains stable for a short period of time. In NDN network, different types of traffics are stored in the CS of an NDN node. These network traffics of different characteristics require to share limited storage space efficiently. Therefore, cache partitioning is required to partition the cache space dynamically for different traffic/applications. In Selfishness, every node is considered to act selfishly because nodes will provide cache coordination only if their own access cost of content is reduced.
Recently, some cache mechanisms have been included in the NDN, using content popularity to minimize the interdomain traffic [37] [38] [39] , both inter and intra-domain traffic [40] , and to support network load balancing [41] . Cache partitioning [42] has been studied using network traffic analysis, to increase the cache performance like, cache hit ratio. In recent work, selfishness is introduced for high cache hit [43] using neighborhood coordination.
A. Content Popularity
In popularity-based caching schemes, each access router (AR) maintains the access frequency of popular contents. Moreover, each router periodically calculates the content access profile from the previous request statistics. Li, et al. [37] [38] have proposed a model for minimizing the inter-ISP traffic and number of access hops by maintaining replica of popular contents in dynamic networks. The main aim of these caching schemes is to cache frequently requested contents at selected routers inside the ISP. They outperform existing caching algorithms, such as LCE, LCProb, and LCUniP. Authors have extended their work in [38] and presented three coordinated caching algorithms for making cache placement decisions along the forwarding path. All three proposed caching schemes outperform LCE. Wu, et al. [39] have proposed a popularity-based coordinated caching strategy named as, Effective Multi-path caching (EMC) for inter-ISPs with multiple gateways and multipath routing which reduces the inter-ISP traffic and content access latency. EMC finds the replica placement on the basis of most recent request statistics and supports online caching decisions for cache placement by knowing the global popularity of content. EMC outperforms LCE and LCProb schemes. The main overheads of coordinated caching decisions are, storage cost, communication cost, and execution time.
For reducing both the inter-domain and intra-domain traffic of an NDN backbone network, Wu, et al. [40] have proposed popularity-based coordinated caching strategy named as, Distributed Caching with Coordination (DCC). For finding the popular contents, a local content is ranked on the basis of its request rate at a router. Then, weighted popularity is periodically calculated using the content rank and its total number of requests. To determine the global popularity of content, local weighted popularity of that content at every router is added and defined as Summed Weighted Popularity (SWP). DCC outperforms LCE and Random Cache (RanCache) (randomly cache content along the path) in terms of scalability. Yeh, et al. [41] have shown that static and centralized caching algorithms which induce overhead under increasing traffic load. Therefore, there is a need of distributed and dynamic caching algorithm that can perform better under changing contents and user demands. The authors have presented a framework using Virtual Interest Packets (VIPs) which finds the demand of a particular content in the network. VIP framework uses virtual control plane to control VIPs and actual plane to handle normal I_pkts and D_pkts. A distributed control algorithm is developed using VIPs to increase the user demand rate acceptable in the network and a caching and forwarding algorithm is developed for actual plane using flow rates and queue lengths of the VIPs. Simulation results show that proposed framework outperforms LCE, LRU, LFU, FIFO (to choose first cached item for replacement), FIXP (cache on the basis of fixed probability), UNIF (to choose currently cached item, uniformly at random, for replacement), and BIAS (to choose two currently cached items uniformly at random, for replacement).
B. Cache Partitioning
Cache partitioning [42] has been studied using network traffic analysis, to increase the cache performance like, cache hit ratio. For better cache performance, the reusable contents of some applications like, videos and web, should not be replaced by non-cacheable items like, email, telephony apps, etc. For this, CS at the NDN router can be partitioned for different types of traffic class, e.g., Constant Bit Rate (CBR) which is used for multimedia applications and non-Constant Bit Rate (non-CBR). Cache partitioning can be of two types: static and dynamic. In static partitioning, CS is partitioned into fixed shares which cannot be used by other traffic classes. In dynamic partitioning, one traffic class can use another class-cache-space if other traffic class does not need cache space at that time. Rezazad, et al. [42] have introduced dynamic partitioning of CS for NDN traffics by using the cache miss equation which is used to dynamically partition database buffers. The main objective of the proposed scheme is to minimize the cache miss probability and ensure the fairness across different NDN traffics. The results show that dynamic partitioning reduces cache miss probability for edge routers.
C. Selfishness
Hu, et al. [43] have proposed a Not So Cooperative Cache (NSCC) scheme where a selfish node will cache the content iff cache coordination reduces its own access cost either by getting the data from its local cache or from its neighbor's cache. The main concern of the proposed scheme is to find what contents to cache at each node for minimizing the individual node access costs by some amount. For this, each NSCC node maintains four components, Interest/Data processor, Request rate synchronizer, compute cache, and local cache, where nodes in the network are selfish. Interest/Data processor processes I_pkts and keeps track of content's local popularity. Request rate synchronizer is the one which shares this local popularity with other NSCC nodes and learns popular contents of other NSCC nodes. The request rate synchronizer provides a view of content's popularity to the compute cache. The main objective of compute cache is to find what contents should be cached by local cache and what content would be cached by other nodes. To find the global object placement at NSCC nodes, compute cache uses a game theory approach (each nodes act independently and greedily caches most popular contents) developed by [44] . Local cache contains the contents suggested by compute cache. So, local cache retrieves the content from the content providers and stores them. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme (greedy NSCC nodes) achieves better cache hit ratio over NSCC nodes.
D. Miscellaneous
Zeng, et al. [45] have shown the impact of cached data distribution on mobile ad hoc NDN network performance. For distributing contents along a returning path, an integer data interval parameter is set in D_pkt. This parameter decides the cached data interval along the Interest-forwarded-path which is set by the data provider of the content. Each time content is forwarded downstream, data interval value is decremented by 1. When the interval value becomes 0 at any intermediate node, CS caches the content and resets the data interval value. This procedure is repeated till the D_pkt is received by the consumer. Simulation results show that the proposed caching scheme outperforms Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) provided the data interval parameter is tuned for cache distribution and better performance.
In addition, some authors have added caching with the routing and PIT to increase the performance of NDN forwarding daemon. Choi, et al. [46] have proposed Coordinated Routing and Caching (CoRC) scheme to minimize the effect of routing scalability and to increase the in-network caching efficiency. Dehghan, et al. [47] have analyzed two classes of TTL-based caching policies with PIT, where the timer could be set only once, or be reset with every request for the content. Barakat, et al. [48] have proposed off-path caching over the pre-existing on-path caching techniques in order to increase the total volume of contents that can be cached. Instead of caching content on the path from content producer (or, provider) to consumer, content is cached in the off-path caches within the network and traffic is deflected towards these caches. This scheme improves the global hit ratio by utilizing the cache space in the network. Meanwhile, a hash based CACH [48] scheme is proposed which caches contents spread across the network. In CACH, each CN is hashed and its hash value decides the position of the caching router for content as shown in Fig. 15 . When chunk 5 will arrive at router 1, it will calculate the hash value of chunk 5. If hash value points that this chunk should be stored at router 2 then, router 1 will forward chunk 5 to router 2. In CACH, for all content, randomly one single deflection point is selected (irrespective of its popularity). Experiments on real topologies, such as Rocketfuel [49] , show that CACH (off-path caching) performs better as compared to on-path caching, in terms of bandwidth utilization and hit ratio.
Cache Replacement
A well-known cache replacement policy is Least Recently Used (LRU) (discard least recently accessed content) which performs well and increases the probability of a cache hit by storing most recent data for some more time. Another important cache replacement policy is Least Frequently Used (LFU) where less frequently used contents are discarded first. The cache decision timing can be based on the content arrival at the router and content replacement. For better network performance, content should not be deleted from the cache, it can be shifted one-level upstream in the cache hierarchy for caching. We have further classified cache replacement as content popularity and content prioritization where less popular and low priority content is replaced first.
A. Content Popularity
In recent years, content popularity has been addressed for cache replacement schemes by maintaining a data structure having CNs with its popularity, available at the router's cache [50] [51] . In dynamic network, cache replacement also plays an important role for better network performance. Access-time-pattern based replacement policies like, LRU and LFU, cannot make full use of the popularity of contents in NDN network. In NDN network, there is need of content popularity based cache replacement schemes for an efficient caching algorithm. For better cache performance, Ran, et al. [50] have proposed a cache replacement scheme based on content popularity (CCP). A data structure, Content Popularity Table ( CPT) is added with the CS which keeps the information like, CN, cache hit and previous and current popularity. On the basis of content access frequency and cache hit, periodically CCP calculates the current popularity of content and replace a content having minimum popularity among existing contents. The proposed scheme outperforms LRU and LFU. The proposed approach consumes most of the CPU time for updating the CCP table which will not perform well in large scale networks. Therefore, to minimize the resource consumption at the resource constrained routers, Dai, et al. [51] have introduced an online and space-efficient bloom-filter based method to determine the content popularity at line speed.
B. Content Prioritization
Recently, content priority has been adopted to minimize the access latency of cached content using knapsack problem [52] . A priority assigned to content decides which content will be exchanged first. Whenever two mobile nodes meet for a short time, during that encounter time they exchange their high priority contents. In highly dynamic network, content prioritization plays an important role in applications performance. High priority content will be available more in the network in compared to low priority contents. Low priority content will also suffer from high access latency. The big question is how to decide the priority of the content. The two main priority deciding factors can be content demand and the common information generated/exchanged among nodes.
Dron, et al. [52] have proposed in-network content prioritization policy for the cache replacement and has also pointed out the benefits of naming data for information-maximizing cached content delivery in ad hoc networks. Each item stored in the cache is labeled as either hot or cold. Whenever an encounter occurs, contents labeled as hot are exchanged first before cold contents. For finding the hot content among the cached data, the authors have formulated the knapsack problem where items in the knapsack must maximize utility across all user query replies. Those utility-maximizing items are labeled hot. The three performance metrics used for analyzing the information-maximizing policy are coverage per query (in case of sensor, amount of space covered by query response), responses per query (throughput) and average delay (latency). Proposed scheme has better performance over LRU and Intention Caching (IC) (used in DTN, where intentionally data is cached at a set of network central locations) [53] in which it simultaneously delivers a higher coverage, supports a higher effective bandwidth, and offers a lower latency. We have summarized caching strategies in Table II 
Forwarding
As the NDN forwarding plane is able to detect failures (node, link, or packet) and perform recoveries, routing does not need to perform continuous FIB updates which improve the scalability and stability of the NDN routing plane [7] [8]. We have classified NDN forwarding into scalable forwarding and forwarding strategies. Scalable forwarding supports intelligent and stateful forwarding. Through this, NDN routers can measure packet's RTT, throughput, packet losses, and alternative path during overhead and congestion. Forwarding plane in NDN also acts as a control plane because forwarding strategies perform all the decisions needed for the I_pkt / D_pkt forwarding. 
Scalable Forwarding
NDN forwards the data on the basis of variable length unbounded names and has a read-write forwarding plane, which requires per-packet updates at the line speed. Therefore, the main challenges of NDN scalable forwarding are to provide fast name lookup with low memory cost.
There is trade-off between memory capacity and its access time. On-chip memory, SRAM has 4.25 MB capacity and takes 1 ns for access, Off-chip memory like SRAM has 25 MB capacity and takes 4 ns for access, RLDRAM has 250 MB capacity and takes 15 ns, and DRAM has 10-100 GB capacity and takes 55 ns [54] . For implementing PIT and FIB at the router, it is preferred to fit millions or billions of entries in the on-chip memory to achieve wire rate forwarding.
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CN
Nonce Interface ID Timer Interface ID Sendtime A. Pending Interest Table (PIT) NDN forwarding is considered to be stateful as an NDN router maintains a PIT entry for every I_pkt. Each PIT entry has five fields ( Fig. 17) -CN, nonce, incoming and outgoing interface(s), and timer. The nonce is 4-octet long byte-string, and in combination with CN, it uniquely identifies an I_pkt and prevents duplicate packet forwarding (loop detection). The <outgoing interface(s), send-time> tuple helps to estimate the corresponding name prefix's Round Trip Time (RTT) and hence the performance of the interface. Whenever an I_pkt is forwarded by the NDN router, a timer is associated with a corresponding PIT entry. If no D_pkt is returned till timer expiry, the matching PIT entry is deleted. There are three main PIT operations: insert a new entry, delete a serviced entry, and update an existing entry (add additional incoming interface(s)). All the operations require to search the PIT for the existence of a corresponding entry. So, the storage requirements and search time, increase proportionally with the PIT size, making it a bottleneck in NDN routing performance. We have broadly classified PIT design into two categories, PIT data structure and PIT placement as shown in Fig. 16 . Researchers have adopted data structure like, trie [55] , hash table [54] [56], and bloom filter [57] to implement PIT on the resource constrained routers to reduce memory consumption and access time.
• PIT Data Structure. Dai, et al. [55] have presented a Name Component Encoding (NCE) scheme based on Encoded Name Prefix Trie (ENPT) which encodes the components of CN with 32-bit integers in order to reduce the PIT size and PIT access time. NCE uses the hash function to encode a component. After encoding the components, encoded names are inserted in the ENPT. The main drawback of the proposed technique is that code generation of n th component depends on the code of the (n-1) th component which may degrade the system performance. Varvello, et al. [54] have proposed a PIT data structure, based on d-left open-addressed hash table (D-HT) [58] . Authors have performed experiments where D-HT outperforms Counting Bloom Filter (CBF) [59] [60], hash table [61] [62], and NCE [55] . To further reduce the on-chip memory and time of a PIT over the hash table and NCE technique, Li, et al. [57] have used modified bloom filter [63] and proposed a new mapping bloom filter (MBF). MBF is a data structure which supports querying and mapping of the set elements in the memory and minimizes on-chip memory cost. MaPIT performs better over NCE and hash table. Yuan, et al. [56] have focused the attention towards the compact storage of PIT design for core routers as they are mainly responsible for network performance. Authors proposed to use fixed length fingerprints (bit strings) using d-left hash table [58] for the PIT rather than CNs (name strings). In d-left hash table, hash buckets are grouped in d-subtables and to insert an item, all the d-subtable are checked and inserted in the lightly loaded sub-table. Edge routers support Interest aggregation and minimize the most of the traffic for core routers. Carofiglio, et al. [64] have presented an analytical model of PIT dynamics to analyze the average and maximum PIT size at steady state. In Table III , we have provided, in detail, experimental environments and results, as discussed for different PIT's data structures. [65] . These name prefixes are announced using NDN routing protocol and are added to FIB during the routing convergence time. Routing preferences are set by the routing protocol by using routing policy, static link metrics to path cost and network conditions. It helps ranking the interfaces in best to worst w.r.to data forwarding. A FIB also maintains the status (yellow, green, and red) of each interface for data retrieval, based on the RTT calculated through the PIT. Whenever a new interface is added to the router, FIB marks it yellow (signifying average performance), which changes into green (good performance) only when the data comes back through this interface. Otherwise, the interface's status is made red (poor performance). FIB periodically checks the status of each interface associated to a router through the Interface probing. The 'one D_pkt for each I_pkt' flow balance prevents congestion in NDN. The data structure used to implement FIB must be scalable and efficient. Based on the underlying processing environment, we have broadly classified them into CPU-based, GPU-based and FPGA-based as shown in Fig. 16 .
• CPU-based. They mainly use data structures, like trie [66] , bloom filter [67] , hash table with bloom filter [68] , and trie with bloom filter [69] . Encoded Name Prefix Trie (ENPT) was the first name encoding scheme in FIB [66] where name components are encoded using a 32-bit integer. To further improve the lookup performance, they proposed a parallel architecture called Parallel Name Lookup (PNL) [70] . So, et al. [68] preferred to use a hash function and table with Bloom filter, and data pre-fetching for implementing the FIB. So, et al. [71] [72] have also implemented a software forwarding engine for fast name lookup using hash table supporting fast collision-resistant hash computation. Another data structure that is popular for finding LPM in the IP's FIB is Bloom Filter (space-efficient probabilistic data structure) which consumes low memory and supports high lookup speed. But, it cannot be directly applied to NDN's FIB. Therefore, Wang, et al. [67] have proposed NameFilter -a two-stage Bloom filter-based scheme for fast longest name lookup in FIB. First stage maps the name prefixes into bloom filters using their lengths and it is used to find out LPM of a name. Second stage divides the name prefixes into groups on the basis of their next-hop and finds out nexthop for the LPM calculated by the first stage. NameFilter performance mainly depends upon the distribution of the name prefix length and the number of interfaces/ports in the router. NameFilter outperforms Character Trie [73] , ENPT [66] , BloomHash [74] , and Bloom Filter. Two main technical challenges to speed the LPM of name prefixes are (1) how to speed up the name prefixes' length calculation and (2) have proposed an adaptive greedy name lookup mechanism to handle the challenges. For handling the first challenge, it pre-computes the length of name prefixes of the FIB, and uses this distribution for performing LPM efficiently. For handling the second challenge, they proposed a new hash table which minimizes the computation time and memory. In trie based name lookup scheme, number of memory accesses are equivalent to length of a name while, bloom filter induces false positives. To minimize the negative impact of these data structures on the NDN performance, Quan, et al. [69] have proposed a name lookup engine, named as, Adaptive Prefix Bloom filter (NLAPB) which divides a name into two parts. The first part is B-prefix which is matched using Bloom Filter (BF) while the second part is T-suffix which is processed by Trie. NLAPB outperforms Character Trie [73] , BloomHash [74] , and hash table. Yuan, et al., [77] have used binary search of hash tables for reducing the lookup cost of the FIB. They have also proposed level pulling to reduce the number of hash lookup for LPM. Song, et al. [78] have proposed the use of binary Patricia trie to fit millions of names into fast memory of a line card. Song, et al. have also introduced speculative forwarding for core routers based on longest prefix classification (LPC). In LPC, packet is forwarded to the next-hop, either CN matches to FIB entries or not. Further, dual binary Patricia data structure is used for speculative forwarding where its size depends upon the number of rules instead of the length of the rules.
• GPU-based. When DRAM is used to store FIB, massively-parallel processing power of GPU is required to speed up the lookup time. The main data structures used for GPU-based FIB's are multi-stride aligned transition array [79] , and trie [80] data structures. GPU-based name lookup is first introduced by Wang, et al. [79] . The proposed GPU-based name lookup scheme uses the Aligned Transition Array (ATA) which is changed into 4-stride Multi-stride-ATA (MATA) for reducing the number of memory accesses. Further, it is assumed that number of memory accesses can be decreased by storing the input name prefixes in an interleaved layout which is, named as, MATA-NW. MATA-NW outperforms 2D State Transition Table (STT) , ATA, MATA, and MATA-NW. Wang, et al. [80] have implemented a GPU-based name lookup engine enabled with pipeline and CUDA multi-stream techniques. First of all, all the components of a name are encoded using 32-bit integer which is, named as, global-code allocation mechanism. But this solution consumes more memory. Therefore, to minimize the memory consumption, allocated codes of the components are locally optimized which is, named as, local-code allocation mechanism. In local encoding, all the components/transitions belonging to one node (Original Collision Set (OCS)) are allocated different codes and the identical components belonging to different OCS are allocated same code. This optimization minimizes the memory consumption by reducing the total number of allocated codes. The proposed scheme outperforms Traditional Character Trie (TCT) for network throughput, memory space, latency and name table update time. Perino, et al. [81] have proposed prefix bloom filter scheme using GPU for FIB. Authors have also proposed FIB placement on different interfaces of the router to reduce the lookup latency.
• FPGA-based. Li, et al. [82] have used Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) to implement the hierarchical structure, Hierarchical Aligned Transition Arrays (HATA) for FIB.
• Miscellaneous. For analyzing, comparing and evaluating the different name lookup schemes, like character trie, component trie, and NCE, for the longest prefix match in the FIB, Zhang, et al. [83] have proposed a flexible platform, NDNBench. In order to enhance the performance of the NDN network, Rezazad, et al. [84] have proposed a memory architecture, named as, NDN||mem with content caching policy (CCndn) for matching the memory speed with the router's incoming request. The authors have assumed that FIB is slower than PIT and both modules are searched in parallel. For improving the performance of FIB, a new module FIB-cache, containing frequently accessed name prefixes, is integrated with the PIT table. The authors have also assumed that content is divided into chunks and routing of different chunks of a file remains same. Therefore, only first I_pkt's routing information will be cached in the PIT and the rest I_pkt of a file should follow that. Another assumption on the basis of traffic measurement is that most of downloads are aborted in the middle. It can be assumed that starting chunks of a file are more popular than the end of a file. Therefore, starting chunks (or segments) should be cached near to the consumer and ending chunks should be cached near to the data producer (or, provider). Using this concept, authors have proposed CCndn caching policy that uses the hop distance (near to consumer or far) parameter to cache different chunks of a file in different routers between consumer and the producer (or, provider). FIB-cache and parallel search on both PIT and FIB reduces the searching time while CCndn minimizes the CS overhead by reducing the queue length. Whenever the number of non-aggregated name prefixes and named data increases in the NDN network, there is a need to store more name prefixes in the router's FIB which induces high control overhead and FIB explosion. To handle these problems of a routing scheme, Torres, et al. [85] have proposed a Controller-based Routing Scheme (CRoS) which runs on the top of NDN. CRoS uses NDN I_pkt/D_pkt, and supports NDN features, such as congestion control, network problem detection and path diversity. In this scheme, the main network routing issues like, mobility, security, network partition, and inter-domain routing, etc., are also discussed. In [86] , Hsu, et al. proposed to use CRC-32 (Cyclic Redundancy Check) which encodes name prefix into 32-bit fixed length prefix to minimize the name lookup time in all three data structure of a router, i.e., CS, PIT, and FIB. Afanasyev, et al. [87] have used the concept of map-and-encap for Secure NAmespace MaPping (SNAMP) as a solution of the NDN routing scalability issue (routing table sizes). So, et al. [88] have proposed forwarding and caching scheme with solid-state drives (SSD) so that both module, forwarding and caching can work together at high speed. In Table IV , we have provided, in detail, experimental environments and performance, as discussed for different FIB's data structures. Use of memory is not proper.
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Hash • New Interest. Whenever a new I_pkt arrives at the router and its entry does not exist in the PIT, then a new entry is made in the PIT. If a green interface is available, then the I_pkt is forwarded to this interface. Else, it is forwarded to the available highest priority yellow interface and a retry timer is enabled. If a NACK comes from the upstream node before the timer expires, then remaining interfaces are tried to get the data. If there is no remaining low priority interface than the recently used one, a NACK is sent back to the downstream node with congestion code. NACK is used to notify downstream nodes that the requested content is not available. It is assumed in the NDN that NACK is beneficial and prevents from Interest flooding attacks. However, NACK have some drawbacks too as pointed out by Compagno, et al. [89] . They have categorized NACK into two Content-NACKs (cNACKs) (generated by content producer that requested content does not exist) and Forwarding-NACKs (fNACKs) (to inform downstream nodes that I_pkt cannot be satisfied).
fNACKs do not have any security issue while cNACKs are vulnerable to security attacks. In cNACK, adversary can send multiple closely spaced I_pkts for the non-existent contents which may lead producer-focused DoS attack. As a countermeasure, Compagno, et al. [89] have proposed that for each I_pkt producer should check whether requested I_pkt CN is plausible (already exists or have possibility to exist in future), and non-existent. A cNACK will be generated iff I_pkt is plausible.
• Subsequent Interest. An I_pkt whose entry already exists in the PIT but nonce does not match, is called subsequent Interest. It may happen due to retransmission by the same content consumer and I_pkt may be generated by another user with the same name. If subsequent Interest arrives before the retry timer of the previous I_pkt expires, then the recent I_pkt will not be forwarded further because the router is already waiting for the matching content.
• Interest NACK. Whenever a router neither produce data for incoming I_pkt nor it is able to forward I_pkt upstream, then it sends Interest NACK to its downstream node. When an intermediate node receives Interest NACK, it forwards I_pkt to its remaining interfaces. When they also do not get corresponding D_pkt, an intermediate node sends NACK to the downstream node. The same procedure will be repeated until Interest NACK reaches to the consumer. Interest NACK will also maintain an error code like, I_pkt may be duplicate, network may be congested or no data is available for requested CN.
• Interface probing. For finding the alternative paths, FIB periodically sends probe and updates the interface status accordingly. If probing is pending, FIB chooses any available yellow interface and forwards the I_pkt. We have broadly classified forwarding strategies into adaptive forwarding, congestion control, blind forwarding (BLF), and aware forwarding as shown in Fig. 19 . Using the forwarding state information, each router can calculate packet delivery performance (i.e., RTT and throughput), link failures or network congestion, use multi-paths and maintain status of each outgoing interface. Thus, NDN forwarding decisions are adaptive to network conditions. Congestion control strategies are used to control traffic entry in the network for increasing the link capabilities. Blind forwarding strategy [90] [91] is a counter-based broadcasting scheme where I_pkt and D_pkt transmission is deferred using some policy to minimize collision probability. Also, it uses packet overhearing for minimizing the I_pkt redundancy. When a node N receives I_pkt, it listens to the channel for some time period. If it overhears ongoing broadcast/existence of a duplicate I_pkt, it drops the packet from the PIT. This strategy can minimize the effect of broadcast storm. Aware forwarding [90] uses some additional information (exchange of some packets [92] and/or some more fields in I_pkt / D_pkt 
A. Adaptive Forwarding
Adaptive forwarding has been addressed by researchers using optimization techniques [97] [98]to strike a balance between several performance metrics, and context-awareness to facilitate route adaptation [99] [100]. Li, et al. [97] have proposed a Quality of Service aware Greedy Ant Colony Forwarding (GACF) algorithm for reducing the complexities associated with complex NDN networks (i.e., link failure, congestion, and frequent topology changes). It uses ISP-based aggregation to minimize the content naming space. It uses Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm as NDN forwarding for supporting the Quality of Service (QoS). GACF uses two types of ants for optimizing the routing and forwarding plane of the NDN. Normal Interest Ant uses greedy approach to retrieve data while, Hello Interest Ant collects routing and forwarding information, i.e., path overhead, bandwidth, RTT, number of hops, etc. However, GACF adaptively minimizes the impact of link failures, network congestion, and frequent changes in the network topology. Qian, et al. [98] have proposed a probability-based adaptive forwarding (PAF) scheme which also uses the ACO technique to calculate the selection probability of each interface for load balance among interfaces, minimizing delay, and detecting changes in network conditions (such as, network topology, network status, traffic pattern, traffic load, and content popularity). A statistical model is also proposed to calculate the packet retransmission timeout. PAF is adaptive and can be tuned on (or, to) different network conditions. Zeng, et al. [99] have also proposed rank-based routing strategy (RBRS), which assigns rank to each interface for route selection. In this scheme, cumulative use of each outgoing interface is calculated using FIB. Mostly used outgoing interfaces are assigned to low rank while, less used interfaces (less busy) have high rank. For forwarding an I_pkt, high ranked interface is preferred. RBRS reduces the number of access hops and the node load. Tortelli, et al. [100] have compared and evaluated three forwarding strategies flooding, best-route with caching, and best-route without caching under different traffic conditions. In flooding, incoming I_pkts are forwarded to all outgoing interfaces except the incoming one. In best-route with caching, Dijkstra's algorithm is used to find best paths (minimum number of hops) among all available outgoing interfaces. In best-route without caching, in-network caching is removed and repositories are used for satisfying the consumer's request. Best-route without caching reduces file download time, and hit distance, while best-route with caching improves hit ratio. Flooding reduces overall communication overhead. Schneider, et al. [101] have discussed the simultaneous use of multiple access networks to support better QoS. They proposed three forwarding strategies: lowest cost strategy (LCS), multiple attribute decision making (MADM), and selective parallel. In LCS, three parameters (1) maximal packet loss, (2) maximal delay, and (3) minimal bandwidth are used to determine a interface (to forward I_pkt) with low cost and satisfying all three requirements according to the specific application. MADM is based on the cost-awareness and considers two parameters: maximum possible QoE of any application and minimum QoS for interface selection. Selective
B. Congestion Control
Researchers have proposed congestion control schemes to regulate I_pkts flow using Interest shaping schemes [102] [103] [104] , and TCP's Additive increase/multiplicative decrease (AIMD) [8] [105] to reduce network load and increase link utilization. Wang, et al. [102] have proposed a hop-by-hop Interest shaping congestion control mechanism for maximizing link utilization with no data loss. In Interest shaping algorithm, it cannot be assumed that the whole reverse path will remain dedicated to only D_pkts. For an Interest shaping, there is a need to regulate the flow of I_pkts so that enough I_pkts may move in the reverse direction too. Therefore, congestion control through Interest shaping algorithms prefers to drop I_pkts earlier instead of dropping D_pkts. The authors have also shown that hop-by-hop Interest shaping algorithm is not enough to control congestion of the entire network. For this, the authors have proposed to use drop-tail policy at the Interest queue of the shaper and then send an Interest NACK to downstream nodes. Interest hop-by-hop shaping algorithm also facilitates congestion-aware re-routing for high cost paths and supports backpressure mechanism for NDN. Interest shaping algorithm performs well under the conditions of load and congestion. Jiang, et al. [103] [104]have also proposed a scheme to regulate the I_pkts flow. In this scheme, all I_pkts associated to the same flow are aggregated into one packet named as, Interest Set which reduces the overall network overhead and round trip delay. It also reduces the number of FIB lookups and PIT size.
Most of the NDN congestion control schemes [29] [65] have major limitations. The proposed solutions assume that network and traffic properties like, size of D_pkts, the time required to retrieve D_pkts, and bandwidth of each link, are known earlier. To overcome these problems, Dynamic Interest Limiting [8] is proposed which uses TCP's AIMD algorithm in NDN and can adjust the I_pkt limit of each interface dynamically. When D_pkt is received, the I_pkt limit increases, and when congestion is detected, I_pkt limit decreases. A Random Early NACK (REN) mechanism is also proposed for handling the queue length at a node to send explicit congestion notification to its downstream node. REN is not suitable for NDN overlay because it is difficult to manage the queues of underlying IP routers. Therefore, Link-layer Congestion Detection (LCD) is proposed where each router adds a link-layer header to each NDN D_pkt. At the other end, congestion can be quantitatively detected by the number of missing D_pkts using each D_pkt's sequence number. Jointly REN and LCD perform better than their individual performances. DIL also supports fairness at routers by distributing the I_pkt limit among several name prefixes. To enhance the performance of AIMD based transport strategies for wireless ad hoc network environments, Amadeo, et al. [105] have introduced a transport scheme, self-regulating Interest rate control (SIRC) for handling I_pkt transmission and retransmission. I_pkt transmission is analyzed by consumer on the basis of the inter-arrivals of D_pkts, which indirectly indicates network bandwidth. I_pkt retransmission is based on the timeout at the consumer and controls the effect of content-multi-homing. SIRC is a robust feedback mechanism compared to timeout-based AIMD schemes. SIRC minimizes the effects of RTT / Re-transmission Timeout (RTO) fluctuations, freezing in dynamic network because of content multi-homing. A comparative analysis is done with respect to one Interest per RTT (issue an Interest iff, previous Interest either expired or satisfied) and timeout controlled AIMD strategies (window-based flow control, when the RTO expires, it halves the Interest Window) applicable in wired networks, where SIRC performs better for data retrieval. Coileáin, et al. [106] have introduced SAVANT framework for NDN to provide content feedback (from consumer to content provider to monitor future or ongoing operations) and accountability (to generate verifiable information about the content distribution process for finding responsible entity during any problem).
C. Blind Forwarding
Researchers have proposed to control the flooding in the broadcast medium, i.e., packet collision, using channel overhearing and random delay in I_pkt transmission [107] , collision-avoidance timer [91] , and deferring timers for I_pkts and D_pkts transmission [108] . In NDN, flooding is preferred in the wireless ad hoc environment (having intermittent connectivity), whereas flooding suffers from packet collisions in the broadcast medium. The possible solution is listening to the channel for passing packets and to abort the scheduled transmission if duplicate packets are detected. When a node wants to send a packet, it delays transmission by a random amount of time and drops the packet if it could overhear a same packet in the radio channel. Varvello et al., [107] have shown that this type of controlled flooding is mainly used in topology-based routing in MANETs, where the cost of maintaining topology information may diminish the impact of structured solutions. Wang, et al. [91] have used set of defer timers to control the packet redundancy in vehicular networking. Besides this, when neighbor cars receive same Interests, they use a collision-avoidance timer to disseminate traffic jam information. For providing the priority to D_pkts over I_pkts, Amadeo, et al. [108] preferred to set different defer timers for I_pkts and D_pkts. If a node N overhears the channel and finds out that another node has transmitted same data multiple times, then N drops D_pkt instead of forwarding. A blind forwarding [90] , is similar to [91] and [108] , which uses a set of different defer timers for minimizing the collision probability and supports overhearing to control I_pkt redundancy. Still, blind forwarding does not always guarantee that the selected node will be best for packet forwarding and does not ensure that overhearing will completely avoid packet collisions. The blind forwarding design is based on the packet overhearing and defers a timer which is not suitable to handle broadcast storm. To handle this problem and enhance the packet delivery performance, provideraware forwarding design is proposed which appends provider's information in I_pkts and D_pkts. Fig. 19 . In provider awareness forwarding (PAF), consumer discovers content provider(s) and selects best among them using some measures while, next-hop forwarding scheme, I_pkt is broadcasted to one hop neighbors and a node is selected as relay for further packet forwarding on the basis of direction and distance.
D. Aware Forwarding
• Provider Awareness. Some research works have implemented an efficient provider aware forwarding using the hop distance [90] [93] [94] to minimize the content access latency in the wireless ad hoc network. PAF is based upon Listen First, Broadcast Later (LFBL) [94] and Enhanced-Content-centric multihop wireless NETwork (E-CHANET) [93] protocols. LFBL was basically designed for general wireless multi-hop networks with data-centric addressing. In LFBL, consumer selects provider using distance between consumer and content provider(s). It uses Distance Table  ( DT) which maintains CN, the provider identifier (ID) and the hop distance between consumer and communication end-point. It uses three types of packets: Request, Response and Acknowledgement (Ack). The data retrieval takes three steps: First is, request dissemination using flooding for selecting the data provider. Second is, response having information about available data provider(s). Third is, Ack from consumer to the selected (on the basis of distance) provider. E-CHANET is also a distance-based forwarding scheme like, LFBL but it does not use any explicit Ack. PAF [90] is implemented on top of the BLF where it floods the first I_pkt of the content using BLF. Whenever any provider gets this request, it appends its own ID and parameter N initialized to 1, with the D_pkt. Each intermediate node in the downstream increases N by 1 and forwards further. When a consumer receives a D_pkt corresponding to its request, it extracts additional information available in the D_pkt and maintains in the DT. Due to multi-path forwarding, multiple providers can response simultaneously. Then, for the same remaining contents, consumers will send requests to the nearest provider using minimum hop distance.
• Next-hop Awareness. Next-hop awareness forwarding has been addressed using both, distance and I_pkts incoming rate [109] to select a relay node from the consumer's neighbors. Yu, et al. [109] have proposed a NeighborhoodAware Interest Forwarding (NAIF) scheme for reducing the flooding overhead in which relay node is selected on the basis of data retrieval rate for a given name prefix and its distance from the consumer. An I_pkt is discarded either if the data retrieval rate is low or the distance between the consumer and the node is high. NAIF is compared with other Named Data MANETs (NDM) forwarding design, i.e., NDN Forwarding (NDNF), and LFBL. LFBL implicitly selects a path between consumer and provider. NDNF and NAIF perform better in multi-consumer data retrieval scenarios than LFBL, and NAIF reduces bandwidth usage in compared to NDNF. Performance of BLF and PAF are computed under different network conditions, node density and topologies. In case of one-to many (multiple users are interested in same content) scenario, BLF outperform PAF while, in terms of efficiency, and total number of I_pkt and D_pkt traversed in the network, PAF outperform BLF.
Security, Privacy and Trust
Content security is one of the most important basic requirements of any data centric networking [110] . The key challenges of NDN security are cost-effective security operations, trust management, and privacy protection.
• Security. In NDN, every D_pkt is signed with standard public key, so that, anyone can verify its authenticity [10] . The main requirements of trusted content are: data integrity, origin authentication, and relevance of the data (against the requested one). Producer selects an appropriate signature algorithm (like, RSA [111] , DSA [112] , or EC-DSA [113] ) from a large fixed set to minimize the size of verifiable data, latency of verification, and computational cost of signature generation and verification [10] [110] . The process of signature verification may have multiple rounds of certificates fetching and verification. Therefore, the possible solution is to cache the validated certificates required for verification which can be used till their expiry [10] . Each signed D_pkt keeps information of the public key, necessary for verification. Other information associated with the signed D_pkt is public key's cryptographic digest, or fingerprint and key locator, which shows the location of that key. NDN uses content encryption to support access control and confidentiality. However, there is no need of trusted servers or directories to implement access control policies. Also, there is no need to distribute decryption key as it can be passed along with the content. NDN supports both asymmetric and symmetric encryption. Content encrypted with the public key can only be decrypted using private key. If content is encrypted with symmetric keys, then there is a need to have a secret key which can be fetched from a signed I_pkt. A data producer can verify the consumer through its signature and returns encrypted secret key using a consumer's public key (visible to consumer only). Shang, et al. [114] have addressed that NDN packets are either encrypted or signed using symmetric key of two communicating parties. Access control is needed to differentiate between legitimate and malicious users. It supports producers to publish content under any namespace and consumers to access any content as long as they have the valid key. Hamdane, et al. [115] have modified an existing access control technique, called UCONABC [116] , for optimal and secure data-centric access control in NDN. UCONABC is used to define access rights management over NDN. In this model, lock password and encryption are used for protecting data where access is centrally controlled by Access Control List (ACL). The proposed idea allows legitimate readers/writers to unlock/access secured data. Massawe, et al. [117] have proposed a Bloom-filter based Scalable and Privacy Preserving Routing Protocol for providing security and privacy to NDN I_pkts. Moreover, multicast key management protocol is also proposed which allows authorized users to access keywords of the content (known as multicast encryption). A content-dependent key tree is used for key distribution. Yu, et al. [118] have proposed an endorsement-based key management system based on the Web-ofTrust (WoT) to provide security to ChronoChat [119] . In this, a user can authenticate each other's membership, and other user's identity in the chat room, without any external public key infrastructure.
• Trust management. It is used to authenticate a given key for a particular packet in an application [8] .
Pournaghshband, et al. [120] have allowed a user to securely retrieve the public key of content producer (Kp) from its own community of trust (CT: individuals, the user personally knows in the real world). Whenever a D_pkt arrives at user, U, and Kp is invalid or not cached, then U asks for Kp in its CT. The responses from CT are validated using local policy. Moreover, a key revocation approach is also introduced for this model to do away with old keys which either expires or gets revoked. Application of trust management using NDN is Secure Audio Conference Tool (ACT) [ • Privacy. In NDN, there is need to encrypt both content and its name for providing the privacy, e.g., as ANDaNA [133] do. In the current Internet, through IP addresses, and payload, it is easy to guess "who is consuming what content". In NDN, through naming and caching, it is easy to track "what data is requested", but without destination address, it is very tough to know "who has requested the content" (unless there is any direct connection). NDN routers stores user's requests and are vulnerable to an attacker. Therefore, NDN requires privacy [7] [8] at the router level. 
Physical & Data Link Layer
We have discussed two major attacks at the physical and data link layer: network sniffing and man-in-middle attack. When the data is transferred in the network without encryption, it can be captured by the application which is known as network sniffing. In man-in-middle attack, an attacker may secretly change the content between two communicating parties. As a countermeasure for these attacks, NDN design supports an encryption mechanism similar to the TCP/IP architecture.
Network Layer
The main attack possible at the network layer is prefix hijack. In a prefix hijack attack [29] [65] [128] , a malicious autonomous system (AS) advertises invalid prefixes. This corrupts the routing information and other existing AS starts forwarding their requests to this malicious AS. This is also known as black-holing as no request will be fulfilled by the malicious routers. Black-hole prefix hijack [29] [65] [129] is less effective in NDN. As its symmetric communication nature allows to keep track of unsatisfied I_pkts at the PIT. These I_pkts can be used to know which I_pkt is hijacked. Forwarding strategies at the router level also keep information about the performance of each interface (interface status) with respect to name prefix. Another feature like, multi-path forwarding also increases the probability of forwarding the I_pkt through different path and decreases the effect of this attack. Moreover, to completely eliminate the prefix hijack, routing updates must be cryptographically authentic [130] . For this, a mechanism for securing named data can be used to prevent from prefix hijack on NDN. Each router's name can have a public key provided by the network operator. Now, each router's interface can also have an interface key signed by the router's public key. All routers' updated information will be signed by the interface key for supporting the authentication to the update information [131] .
Strategy Layer
The main attack possible in the strategy layer is due to naming the contents. Someone in the middle of the communication can easily track the communicating parties.
A. Outage due to Congestion
To control the congestion, NDN routers use rate limit [29] . If congestion exists, then in-network caching reduces the overhead of handling the re-transmitted packets.
B. Cache snooping
Cache snooping is the process in which victim's cache is continuously probed to know the requests of the victim. Even, data in the intermediate routers remain encrypted, it is easy to learn about other information like, CN, size, etc. Cache snooping attacks may be of three types [132] , such as, a cache monitoring attack (monitoring of victim's cache existing in the same access router), object discovery attack (discover objects in the victim's cache in the same access router), and flow cloning attack (to know the complete data flow in victim's cache). For cache monitoring attack prevention, one-time names can be used to make a CN unpredictable. Some tunneling mechanisms like, ANDaNA [133] , can be used. Scope field of the I_pkt can be disabled to hide the cache hits. Moreover, some delay can be added for forwarding the cached data. In object discovery attack, the adversary can use the exclusion filter and prefix matching for getting the information of other contents in the victim's cache. For handling object discovery attack, exclusion filter can be disabled and a number of name prefix matching should be limited. In flow cloning attack, an adversary may know about the name of the requested content through object discovery attack and then, predict the next incoming I_pkt's name. The possible solution for this attack is to encrypt the CN. If encryption is not possible, then the name should be difficult to understand. In [134] , the authors have proposed an effective and efficient mechanism to identify cache snooping for low-level NDN routers.
C. Scanning Attack
One type of the scanning attack is port scan. In port scanning, an attacker sent message to each and every port on a system and then, wait for a response which returns some information like, port status, for attacks [135] [129] . In NDN, for targeting any host, there is a need to target its namespace. The use of port is specific in NDN, to the applications as it supports different names for different services. Scanning of all possible names is very time consuming. Therefore, there is need of little attention to design the mechanisms, which can decide whether to answer an I_pkt due to scanning attack.
Application Layer
In the current Internet, the most common attacks are denial of service (DoS) and distributed denial of service (DDoS) [130] [136]. It is required for any new Internet architecture design to be robust for the existing DoS and DDoS attacks. In a DoS attack, only one computer system and one Internet connection are used to flood a server while in a DDoS attack, many computer systems distributed in location, are used to flood the network. We have identified attacks in application layer into the Domain Name System (DNS) attack, DoS attack and DDoS attack as shown in Fig. 20 .
A. DNS Attack
In DNS attack, an attacker re-route the incoming traffic to a specified server. DNS attack is not possible in NDN. Re-routing the path between source and receiver, in NDN, does not make any effect if received content is valid.
B. DoS Attack
Gasti, et al. [130] have studied and explored NDN in-built security features which resists the NDN from certain attacks, such as reflection attacks, bandwidth depletion, cache poisoning (discussed below), and black-hole prefix hijack. In reflection attack, adversary uses another host IP to make attack which is not possible in NDN due its symmetric communication. In bandwidth depletion, adversary floods the victim's node with requests for already existing content. The effect of this attack is limited in NDN because after some time requested content will be available in the intermediate routers' caches. Interests for the same content will be satisfied earlier via cached copies. The two main DoS attack that target the contents are content/cache poisoning (i.e., overloading of malicious content into caches) and cache pollution (i.e., disrupting cache locality and false locality). We have discussed three new NDN-specific DoS attacks, such as interest flooding, content/cache poisoning and cache pollution with a set of countermeasures.
• Interest Flooding and Countermeasure. Interest flooding attacks can be further classified based on the type of content requested: (1) static, (2) dynamic, and (3) non-existent or fake (i.e., unsatisfiable interests). In these cases, adversary uses zombies to flood the targeted servers. Attack (1) and (3) are intended for network infrastructure while, due to (2), both network and application-layer functionalities suffer. NDN is resilient to both (1) and (3) attack. Attack (1) is similar to bandwidth depletion. In attack (3), zombies may issue unsatisfiable I_pkts to targeted servers. This attack targets the routers because these I_pkts will consume PIT space until they expire. NDN automatically alleviates this type of attack through interest aggregation at the router. In (2), adversary uses the PIT states for carrying out the DoS attacks. In this type of attack, the adversary can fill the PIT with fake requests and/or flood the specific content producer(s). However, in NDN, I_pkts do not contain source address and are not secure. It is very difficult to know the adversary's origin. If the request is for dynamic content, it will be handled by content producer only (no support for caching).
Zombie at adversary-side will issue I_pkt for victim server and the server will waste its resources to fulfil the zombie's request instead of requests from legitimate users. The possible countermeasure is to keep track of unsatisfied I_pkt at the PIT.
• Content/Cache Poisoning. An attacker can overload the cache through the corrupted (invalid signature) or fake (valid signature but wrong private key) D_pkts. A consumer may easily verify the signature and identify cache poisoning. This feature introduces two main challenges, such as, signature verification overhead and trust management. The authors have also focused for strong binding of I_pkt with its corresponding D_pkt and proposed countermeasure based on heuristics, inter-router communication and user feedback. In [137] , authors have discussed about NDN's elements of trust and some optimization techniques for reducing the signature verification overhead. It mainly focuses towards the countermeasures of content poisoning attacks in NDN. The authors have also presented some trust management goals for supporting the content authentication in NDN router where Interest-Key Binding (IKB) rule is implemented for consumers, providers and NDN routers for checking authenticity of received data. One of the effective content poisoning countermeasures is light-weight statistical content-ranking algorithm [138] for cached content in the NDN router which uses content ranking to differentiate between good (valid) and bad (fake) contents. The ranking of content is based on the statistics computed at the consumer-end through the delivery of content. Each cached-content is ranked between 0 and 1. Initially 1 (highest) is assigned to each content which decreases gradually with the time. Rank of any content is decided by how many times it has been excluded (exclusion filter) by the consumers in their requests. A content having more number of recent exclusions is ranked lower. In order to prevent from the cache poisoning, Kim, et al. [139] have proposed an effective solution based on content verification for valid contents with less computational cost. Ghali, et al. [140] have focussed the attention that due to signature verification overhead and low trust in public keys for verification, content signature verification is optional in NDN. This creates high possibility of content poisoning attacks.
• Cache Pollution. Two countermeasures, naive and selective have been proposed [141] against cache-based privacy attacks. Naïve countermeasure further can be categorized as detecting an attack and preventing an attack. Challenges in detecting the cache pollution attacks are that attackers may change their behaviour and routers have less processing capability. To prevent data from the attacker, the hop count feature could be disabled and some delay can be added for fetching the cached data to give an impression that cache is shared by many users. Selective countermeasures show that content available in the network can be classified as sensitive and non-sensitive (not private). Selective countermeasure is also classified as selective caching on the basis of content popularity and selective tunnelling for sensitive content. Content popularity may depend on the context in which it is used and the location. E.g., a video popular in one area may not be useful for other geographically separated areas. Therefore, selective caching is proposed to cache popular contents, for maximizing the cache performance. On the other hand, sensitive contents always have low popularity because of their nature. Selective tunnelling uses enabled flag bit for the sensitive content only which will not be cached in the network. This feature will enable a better security and will enhance network performance. In [142] , authors have considered a new type of cache pollution attack in NDN where the adversary attempts to interrupt cache locality for legitimate users. They have proposed a countermeasure for detecting pollution attacks on different topologies which performs better than the existing [143] one. To guarantee the cache privacy in NDN, Acs, et al. [144] have categorized data into privacy-sensitive and non-sensitive. For sensitive data, provider puts one extra bit in the content header and consumer enables one bit in Interests. Karami, et al. [145] have proposed a cache replacement scheme using Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) to alleviate the cache pollution attacks in NDN.
In [146] , Karami, et al. proposed a hybrid algorithm using Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) with the radial basis function (RBF) neural network to proactively detect and mitigate DoS attacks.
C. DDoS Attack
DDoS attacks on NDN have been studied by Gasti, et al. [130] and Afanasyev, et al. [147] who have shown that per-packet state update and symmetric nature of NDN communication mitigate the effect of the DDoS attack. They have proposed four countermeasures -(1) token bucket with per interface fairness, (2) intelligent attack mitigation, (3) satisfaction-based Interest acceptance, and (4) satisfaction-based pushback. First approach modifies the token bucket of packet switched network and guarantees that next hop will get a fair mix of I_pkts. Second approach uses the statistics of Interest satisfaction ratios (current flow of outgoing I_pkt and incoming D_pkts) to make decisions for forwarding incoming I_pkt. Third approach uses the Interest satisfaction ratio based on direct probability to accept or reject the incoming I_pkt. In fourth approach, each router announces its Interest limit for each incoming interface to their downstream router(s). Evaluation showed that the fourth approach outperforms the rest. Dai, et al. [148] have also used symmetric nature of NDN to mitigate the effect of DDoS attack and proposed Interest traceback scheme which can trace the origin of the I_pkt. However, the scheme cannot identify I_pkts having fake names. Compagno, et al. [149] have proposed a scheme to track consumers and eavesdroppers within the network. Tang, et al. [150] have classified Interest flooding attack in FIB-based and Broadcastbased Interest flooding. In FIB-based Interest flooding, a particular name prefix is targeted and many times requests are forwarded for same name prefix from adversary side. This does not only exhaust PIT but also, wastes FIB resources. In broadcast based Interest flooding, adversary selects a non-existent name prefix for I_pkt and floods it. A two-phase detection scheme has been proposed to track the normal name prefixes used in Interest flooding. The two phases are rough detection phase and accurate identification phase. In rough detection phase, NDN symmetric nature is used to mitigate the attack effect. If the number of I_pkt and number of D_pkt varies over time, it shows the presence of abnormal name prefixes. In accurate identification phase, each router interface is monitored for incoming I_pkts and expired I_pkts to identify the abnormal name prefixes. Another proposed countermeasure against the Interest flooding DDoS attack on NDN network is Poseidon [151] . Poseidon uses both local metric and collaborative techniques for detecting the Interest flooding at the early stage. Li, et al. [152] have proposed an application-based countermeasure, Interest Cash for interest flooding to handle dynamic contents. In Interest Cash, the consumer is required to solve the static meta-puzzle created by the content provider before it sends an I_pkt. So, the adversary will consume more resources than a consumer.
D. Session Attack (Session Hijack)
Due to data-centric nature of NDN, many existing Internet-based applications, such as ACT, live streaming, and vehicle-tovehicle communication, on the Internet can be implemented without maintaining sessions. On the other hand, NDN application such as, ANDaNA [133] uses sessions. But still, in NDN these attacks are less effective as security is applied at data level instead of channel. 
E. Others
Hamdane, et al. [153] have proposed PKI and HIBC integrated scheme, to improve the security and explore the naming system in NDN. Min, et al. [154] have proposed a new format of I_pkt and D_pkt well-matched with present crypto technologies and embedded with the modern security communication system CMS. Kusunoki, et al. [155] have proposed, a PKI-based two-way content management scheme based on content copyright violation in NDN. This scheme shows that if copyrighted content illegally exists in NDN, then the authentic owner can inform to supervisor to delete content from the whole network. The supervisor does the same by checking the authenticity of owner's request. Paknezhad, et al. [129] have presented a comprehensive study on security and privacy for cloud services in NDN. 
Strategy Layer
Outage due to Congestion Limited NDN forwarding-rate limit feature.
Cache Snooping
Cache Monitoring Attack Limited
Through unpredictable CNs [132] .
Tunnelling mechanism [132] .
Through a disabled scope field of I_pkt [132] .
Delay for forwarding the cache data [132] .
Object Discovery Attack Limited Disable Exclusion filter [132] .
Limit the number of name prefix [132] .
Flow Cloning Attack Yes Encrypt the CN [132] .
Application Layer DoS Attack
Interest Flooding Limited To keep track of unsatisfied I_pkts in the PIT [130] .
Content/Cache Poisoning
Limited Content authentication [136] . Content ranking [137] .
Cache Pollution Limited
Naïve Countermeasure [141] • Disable hop count • Add delay for cached data Selective Countermeasure [141] • Selective caching • Selective tunnelling DDoS Attack
Interest Flooding Limited
Token bucket with per interface fairness [142] .
Intelligent attack mitigation [142] .
Satisfaction-based Interest acceptance [142] .
Satisfaction-based pushback [142] .
FIB-based Interest flooding [143] .
Broadcast-based Interest flooding [143] .
Detection of Interest Flooding at Early Stage Limited
Poseidon [145] .
Interest Flooding for Dynamic Contents Limited Interest Cash [146] .
Session Attack Scanning Attack
Yes Scanning all possible names in NDN is difficult.
• Removal of Connection Oriented Sessions. Whenever a node moves in the current Internet, there is need to re-establish TCP connection for resuming the communication. However, for communication, NDN does not establish a connection to the data source. Also, NDN does not maintain sessions.
• Scoping of What and Where. Consumers should not be recognized by their location. E.g., BBC iPlayer service can only be accessed using UK IP addresses which do not support mobility of legitimate UK consumers. In NDN, content is accessed on the basis of CN and does not bind any consumer to the location.
• Resilience through Replication. In IP, if host identification fails during connection establishment or any intermediate router fails during data transfer, there will be no data. While in NDN, an intermediate router caches the requested data and fulfils the request if have valid content. Meisel, et al. [160] were the first to argue that current Internet architecture and its protocols are not suitable for the highly mobile environment like, Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET). The authors then discussed the main failing reasons of IP-routing based approach w.r.to mobility as we have already discussed earlier. In order to solve these problems, some opportunistic IP-routing based protocols were also proposed for taking the full advantage of wireless broadcast nature. But still, IP address assignment to the mobile node and their management problems were remaining. A new solution DTN was introduced where data units are framed within bundles and allows late binding of data names to node IP address. But still, each bundle is delivered using the traditional IP addresses. NDN architecture design supports the DTN and MANET data delivery while in the current Internet, these are separate sets of solutions for highly dynamic network [160] [161] . Moreover, the NDN special feature is that, devices may communicate if physically they are in range of each other or along device-to-device paths without having any Internet Service Provider (ISP), which is not present in TCP/IP [162] . To analyze how mobile nodes communicate under different connectivity conditions in NDN, a scenario is presented in the Fig. 21 . Suppose a mobile phone requests traffic related information using Wi-Fi where mobile-nodes / vehicles near to that mobile phone may overheard reply and opportunistically cache the content for future requests for the same. Whenever these mobile nodes / vehicles encounter to other vehicles requesting the same traffic information, even without any wireless coverage using Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) [163] , may serve them through cached data. Azgin, et al. [164] [165] proposed a dynamic framework to gauge the impact of producer/ consumer mobility on the network performance. Two main NDN forwarding strategies used are flooding and smart-flooding. In flooding, I_pkts are forwarded to all active interfaces, whereas in smart-flooding, I_pkts are forwarded to all the interfaces iff there is no green interface. There is a third forwarding strategy, called semi-flooding, which is a hybrid of the previous two and it works based on the nature of the network which performs flooding in access networks and smart-flooding in others. The authors proposed to use Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic model which is good for modeling delay sensitive as well as delay tolerant traffics. In delay sensitive traffic, I_pkts are forwarded at a fixed interval while delay tolerant traffic is opportunistic, i.e., whenever a node gets a network connection, it forwards the data. The authors have analyzed the impact of mobility in NDN with respect to intra-and inter-AS mobility.
In intra-AS mobility, flooding induces higher overhead, but it still works well for mobile nodes. However, smart flooding and semi-flooding do not perform well in the case of mobility. Flooding performs better for producer mobility whereas smart/semi flooding performs better for consumer mobility. Producer mobility is having higher overhead compared to consumer mobility, because in the latter case, data will be available within a few hops due to in-network caching. But, in producer mobility, overhead will increase due to Interest flooding done by all intermediate nodes. In inter-AS mobility, producer mobility performance degrades; while, consumer mobility performance remains constant. In producer mobility, flooding overhead will be more, as there is no common router(s) in between the producer and the consumer. Mobility in data consumer means to send I_pkts before the hand-off and to retrieve corresponding data after hand-off. In data producer mobility, there is need to reach the I_pkt to data producer new location.
Another main issue is to support smooth hand-off for mobile nodes moving fast in NDN. Therefore, we have broadly classified NDN's mobility into producer's mobility and hand-off management, as shown in Fig. 23 . 
Provider's Mobility
Content provider's mobility in NDN is supported through a mapping-based technique which is aimed at providing mobile content providers current location against specific user query [161] . This technique works following the well-known locator/identifier split principle adopted in IP mobility support. Since, a namespace can always be associated with a particular content provider, we can use the namespace as the stable identifier of that provider even if it moves to a different location. Similarly, the name prefix of the access router can be used as the location of the mobile content provider. For tracking the mobile content provider's location, either NDN broadcast support or intermediate DNS servers can be used. In NDN broadcast, I_pkt can be broadcasted to all the requested user's neighbors. If a broadcast is not available then, mobile content provider may update its current location to the intermediate DNS. NDN is broadcast in nature and works well in wireless LAN (broadcast-nature communication media). If multiple consumers want same data, then only one I_pkt is transmitted which provides data to all multiple consumers at the same time. When the broadcast feature is not available, DNS mapping between identifier and locator can be used. Some researchers have proposed to use mapping technique like, DNS-based mapping between identifier and locator as discussed earlier, while some have proposed locator-free approaches for supporting provider's mobility in the NDN. We further divided provider's mobility into mapping-based and locator-free as shown in Fig. 23 . A. Mapping-based Approach Mapping based approach has been widely adopted as a solution of provider's mobility using DNS mapping (forwarding hint) [161] [166] [167] , and unique locator [168] [169].
Zhu, et al. [161] have presented a DNS-based solution to achieve seamless mobility support for content providers as shown in Fig. 24 . Intermediate DNS servers can be used to maintain the current location information of moving data provider for its supported name prefix. If any user wants to access data from the mobile content provider, then the user may ask to the intermediate DNS server for updated location of the intended content provider. The provided location information can be used as a forwarding hint with the I_pkt CN, to retrieve the data from the mobile content provider. In forwarding hint, a routable prefix is added in the I_pkt as a hint and it is used for forwarding an I_pkt if no name prefix match exists in the FIB.
Jiang, et al. [166] have extended the concept of forwarding hint to support the content provider mobility and presented a depth analysis to show that only popular content get profits from caching. The authors have also explored that the benefits of the NDN architecture depends upon the application nature like, retransmission, on-demand or instant. Further, Jiang, et al. [167] highlighted the problem (situation of triangle routing) associated with DNS mapping based scheme used for data provider mobility support in NDN. The forwarding hint can contain any name prefix of the content provider in place of ISP prefix. As a mobile node moves to another ISP, name prefix announcement can be distributed and local which support the scalability and minimizes the name prefix update time.
The scope of the locator also plays an important role. Whenever I_pkt moves to new AS, the ingress router may change the locator on the basis of AS strategies. If AS links are overloaded, then other paths may be used for I_pkt forwarding. If the ingress router of AS knows about the nearest cached copy, then it may forward I_pkt towards the cached node. In Novel Locator Based Approach (NBLA) [168] [169] each access router is assigned with unique locator and with some additional features and functionalities to support provider mobility. An optional field is also included in NDN D_pkt and the original FIB outgoing interface entries are modified to keep track of mobility status and location of the provider. This helps the consumer to avoid the situation of sending the I_pkt to the old location of the provider or re-issuing the I_pkt to the new location of the provider. NBLA minimizes the handover cost and latency compared to existing provider's mobility support approaches.
B. Locator-free Approach
Zhang, et al. [170] have proposed provider's mobility support using PIT states (Interest's states) as trace to reach mobile nodes, called 'Kite'. Kite supports location freeness and scenario-awareness. In case of location freeness, the location of a mobile node, MN, is made transparent to all the nodes communicating with MN. This is achieved by exploiting the forwarding strategy of NDN. Scenario awareness gives the flexibility to the application programs for mobility support specific to their scenarios/requirements.
In location freeness, Kite support two types of mobility: direct Kite and indirect Kite. In direct Kite, MN establishes a path with an immobile corresponding node (CoN) by issuing the traced Interest (leaves the trace back to a MN), which allows CoN to send an Interest back along the trace. In indirect Kite, MN sends Interest to an immobile trace anchor (application-specific). Then, CoN (mobile or immobile) can send tracing Interest (traverse along the trace of the previous Interest) towards the MN to the anchor, using FIB which ensures reachability of anchor and using PIT trace which guarantees reachability of MN. In scenario-awareness, authors have presented five mobile application specific scenarios: upload the data on the server, download data from the server, pull data from MN, push data to a MN, and share data. The Upload scenario is supported by direct Kite and Push / Pull application scenario is supported by indirect Kite.
Authors made some assumptions that Kite is designed to support infrastructure-based networks for trace generation and maintenance. Also, long-term relocation of the content provider is not supported. When the MN moves frequently, Kite shortens the path stretch (ratio of the actual path length to the shortest path length between the MN and the CoN), minimizes delay in compared to mapping-based mobility solutions. Kite increases the uploading rate for the Upload application-specific scenario and minimizes traffic generation in Share scenario. Kite also provides a platform to design new NDN application protocols.
Hand-off Management
Researchers have assessed mobility support during hand-off process for real time (RT) applications [171] and delay-sensitive (DS) applications [172] . Proactive caching mechanism [173] is also proposed to minimize the access latency of content during handover process.
Ravindran, et al. [171] have introduced three schemes to support seamless mobility in RT NDN applications based on following four components -(1) mobility agent (MA) associated with individual mobile nodes (MN) identified with unique mobile IDs, (2) network proxy agent (NPA) associated with each Point of Attachment (PoA) (router through which the node is connected to the network), (3) rendezvous point agent (RA) (which is a variant of NPA and exists in all other non-PoA router(s)), and (4) mobility controller (which maps MNs to their current locations). Moreover, the authors have proposed three schemes to minimize the I_pkt and Data loss during a handoff of consumer, data provider, and both.
The first scheme is based on Point of Attachment (PoA). In this scheme, the MN initially registers itself to a PoA through the NPA. Whenever a MN starts moving towards another PoA, its MA will de-register it from the old PoA and will register with the new PoA.
The second scheme is Rendezvous Point (RP) which is a higher level aggregation router for handling the MN associated with multiple PoA(s). In this scheme, mapping of a MN to an RP is maintained by the mobility controller. MN registers itself to a PoA and the PoA chooses the RP to handle the seamless mobility of that MN.
The third scheme is based on multicast and it uses -multi-path Interest routing (MIR) and multi-point content (prefix) publishing (MCP: which supports provider's mobility through publishing prefixes from several points in the network). In this scheme, the NPA does not maintain the MN states while NPA collaborate with all PoA's NPA for supporting MIR and MCP. This scheme reduces complexity associated with forwarding state, but performs poor for PIT state overhead and transient FIB entries.
Li, et al. [172] have introduced a novel mobility support scheme for delay sensitive applications in NDN using the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). SIP is used for making voice and video calls in the IP application layer. In this paper, the authors have advocated the use of SIP for supporting mobility in Voice-over Content-Centric Networking (VoCCN) which is an implementation of VoIP over NDN and is proposed by Van Jacobson, et al. [174] . In SIP, INVITE message is used to start the session and message body contains information about the session description and URL of end host. VoCCN has implemented SIP into the NDN network layer by including the INVITE message into the I_pkt. During an ongoing voice communication process between two hosts M and N, if M moves from one access router to another, then there will be a change in the current name prefix. M informs N about its new name prefix by sending a modified re-INVITE message as I_pkt. Two approaches have been introduced by the authors as enhancements of their proposed SIP-based mobility support scheme for NDN discussed above. The first such scheme aims to reduce the hand-off latency, by assigning name prefix before a link layer hand-off takes place. This approach is similar to the Fast Handoff scheme for Mobile IPv6 [175] and it uses L2 triggers initiated by the link-layer specific events, such as link signal strength. The second enhancement of the proposed scheme is proxy-assisted network based technique for fast hand-off.
Rao, et al. [173] have also proposed Proactive Caching approach for NDN (PCNDN) for supporting the user mobility during the handover process. Each access router supports some additional features like, pre-fetching and caching the contents before the user handover. PCNDN reduces handover cost, minimizes handover latency, and increases packet delivery ratio. 
APPLICATIONS
In this Section, we shall survey different NDN applications to understand how several architectural and functional features of NDN can benefit networking applications. We shall discuss various naming schemes with respect to different types of applications. We shall also study how the NDN functional features like, multi-path forwarding, security, name data routing, scalable forwarding, in-network caching, infrastructure-less mobility, etc., are supporting NDN applications and providing them advantages over the current Internet. We have studied and found out the applications of NDN spread across a wide variety of application domains, such as Smart System Development (Building Automation System (BAS)), Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), vehicular communication, multimedia systems, conferencing and educational systems, entertainment and gaming, to name a few as shown in Fig. 25 .
Tactical Networks
Tactical networks are an ad-hoc communication network which connects soldiers and military equipments in the battlefield with the military headquarters. Due to IP-based communication, tactical networks face challenges in connectivity and suffer from limited bandwidth and high latency. In order to improve challenged military/tactical communication networks efficiently, authors in [176] , have proposed an NDN network model and analyzed its performance. Ambrosin, et al. have presented the covert ephemeral communication (CEC) [177] which allows two or more nodes to exchange covert ephemeral messages (CEM). These CEM becomes disabled after a time limit. CEC is implemented on network layer instead of application layer which gets to this scheme robust, reliable and suited for tightly-controlled environments like, military. To exchange the CEM among multiple receivers, a new robust technique, Common-Prefix-based Covert Communication (CPC) using NDN longest prefix matching is also proposed.
Sensor Networks
A WSN is composed of sensor nodes, which are deployed densely, prone to failures, and are resource-constrained. WSN works in a data-centric manner as queries are addressed with required data. Moreover, in a WSN, unique addressing is not possible as a sensor node does not have global identification (global-ID) because of high overhead and the presence of a large number of sensor nodes. The data-centric nature of WSN and the absence of global-ID shows that NDN and its features can be easily applied to WSN to increase overall system performance. Some of the NDN benefits over WSN [178] are fast data retrieval as NDN uses hierarchical naming, scalability as NDN inherently supports broadcast communication, caching, easy application development, and flexible deployment.
Any physical object can be attached to the sensors and may seamlessly sense, communicate and share the data. Smart sensors can be placed anywhere and can be controlled either locally or remotely in various applications like, smart healthcare, home automation or smart home, smart environment, etc. This computing concept is known as Internet of Things (IoT). The benefits of NDN-IoT are manifold: First, NDN uses CN, e.g., /ndn/iitr.ac.in/apps/healthcare/CSE/IS_lab for applications which remain consistent across facilities and installations (helps in network setup and maintenance). Naming data provide inherent support for delay tolerant networking (handles intermittent connectivity) unlike the Internet. Moreover, in IoT, as heterogeneous devices are being used, NDN naming can support access restrictions instead of having a separate policy language for individual devices [6] . Second, NDN does not face address exhaustion, address assignment and management problems because it uses unbounded namespaces. Third, NDN reduces the complexity of auto-configuration mechanisms compared to layered network architecture [180] . Fourth, NDN supports in-network caching, which may reduce power consumption (saves energy) and usage of radio resources depending on the caching strategy adopted. It further supports load balancing and fault tolerance and thus helps resource-constrained devices. Fifth, NDN supports multi-path routing which provides much sought-after communication reliability for safety-critical systems. Sixth, NDN has in-built support for user-side mobility which will help mobile nodes or devices to keep communicating with the server. Seventh, NDN inherently provides confidentiality, authenticity and integrity by signing each content which is of utmost importance of securing named data. Eighth, NDN uses a trust model to authorize an application and authenticate each and every command (for fixtures) for performing required operations in the application which enhance the privacy, security and reliability of the system. In support of these benefits, the authors [179] have implemented a lighting control system using NDN architecture to solve the problems associated with existing Building Management System (BMS) like, configuration management and security. Baccelli, et al. [180] have done experiments to explore the challenges, features and advantages of NDN in IoT systems. In [181] , Chen, et al. have presented a cloud-assisted Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) for supporting healthcare services using NDN. Saxena, et al. [182] have proposed SmartHealth-NDNoT, an NDN-based smart healthcare IoT, or NDNoT, for remote monitoring and diagnosis of patient's healthcare and wellness. The authors have also proposed naming conventions to locate the healthcare services. Briante, et al. [183] have proposed a framework namEd Data netwOrking for hoMe-USer interaction (eDomus), which uses the popular social network, i.e., Facebook (FB) functionalities to allow a user to remotely control the home network. Recently, Amadeo, et al. [184] have proposed multi-source data retrieval in NDN-IoT based systems.
Educational Services
The main aim of these services is to present a basic introduction of the network architecture development over the time. The major applications are to set up the educational networks like, conference rooms and to provide ad-doc communication during meetings, conferences, and lectures. For better understanding of two network architecture developments, IP-based networking and data-centric networking, a detailed study is presented in [185] .
In [186] , Wang et al. have discussed NDN major features like, data-centric dissemination, request-reply model, multicast data delivery, and security at data level to design the conference applications. As an instance, a voice conference system is developed for studying the real benefits of NDN architecture over the current Internet. The authors have also discussed the challenges associated with the voice conference system and their solutions through NDN. Zhu, et al. [187] have implemented a distributed and robust Audio Conference Tool (ACT) which have done away with any central controller unlike conventional online audio conversation applications. ACT introduces high scalability and support for mobility. In [188] [189], Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) enabled Multi-User Chat (MUC) based two conference tools (audio and whiteboard) are developed over CCNx. Shilton, et al. [190] [191] have presented the social values associated with NDN design, its technical contents and data privacy and anonymity.
Multimedia Applications
Teleconferencing is a most popular multimedia application, e.g., Video-conference [192] , tele-teaching, tele-presentation, tele-musical rehearsal, video phone and audio chat. A distributed, server-less, multi-user chat application, Chronos [193] , is implemented over NDN. Chronos can work with any chat client supporting XMPP. It allows a participant to share a hashed collection of names with other participants in the same chat room.
A live video streaming application, NDNVideo [194] for NDN architecture is also implemented using the GStreamer open-source media framework and PyCCN (Python bindings for the CCNx software router). The main design goals are to provide live and pre-recorded video to multiple users with random access, synchronize playback of multiple consumers, no session semantics or negotiation and security. This approach could be used to enable server-less video publishing from resource-constrained mobile devices. Lei, et al. [195] have proposed NDN-Hippo's control layer based on the IP-based P2P media streaming system. Hippo media system have two independent layers: control layer responsible for system operations and media layer responsible for data streaming.
In [196] , an NDN-based architecture for supporting the crowd-sourced and real-time media contents is implemented. The authors carried out extensive experiments to show the effect of various factors like, chunk loss ratio, the percentage of interest received by providers, Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) w.r.to number of available video contents for maintaining QoS for end users. The four main components of this architecture are user groups for event content share, user group interested in the shared content, distributed Event Management System, and NDN communication infrastructure. In [197] , long-term Interest packet design is presented to efficiently and effectively deal with the real time data in NDN network. In this mechanism, an I_pkt for real time applications will have longer lifetime to reduce the number of I_pkts and PIT size. This solution also supports mobility by re-issuing the I_pkts from the new access router. Posch, et al. [198] have shown the challenges associated with the use of MPEG-DASH for client-driven adaptive streaming in NDN. To handle the issues of previous approach like, client starvation (clients do not know how many users concurrently watching the same video and their received video quality), authors have proposed in-network adaptation based on scalable content which will be developed in future.
Commercial Applications
The main services supported under these applications are electronic payments from anywhere, consistency maintenance among different datasets, file hosting services for file synchronization, vehicle communication like, data collection from mobile vehicles, data dissemination, e.g., news, road conditions, accident information, weather, etc., among vehicles.
In FileSync [199] , a P2P file sync using NDN is proposed. Compared with existing file synchronization methods like, Dropbox, which is based on client-server model and depends on a centralized server, FileSync uses a P2P approach based on a distributed file sharing model. In order to reduce the traffic in IP-based P2P approach, NDN is employed for file synchronization which uses CCNx-SYNC synchronization protocol for maintaining the consistency of content among NDN network nodes. It also ensures security, version control and conflict resolution. In [200] , a robust and distributed ChronoSync protocol is proposed to synchronize the state of a dataset among a distributed group of users in the NDN networks. It encodes the state of the data set into the digest to exchange the state of digests among all parties in a synchronization group whenever a change occurs in the dataset. Fu, et al. [201] have presented, a high performance synchronization protocol, iSync which supports efficient data reconciliation by representing the synchronized datasets using a two-level invertible Bloom filter (IBF) structure.
NDNBrowser [202] is implemented to support wide variety of NDN-based web applications like, e-government, ehealth, e-commerce and social networking services using the open source WebKit. The already existing NDN.JS [203] [204] based on JavaScript can run only on the TCP/IP networks, and does not support development of extensive web applications. While, NDNBrowser supports of HTTP/URL to guarantee that it can run at the same time on the NDN networks, TCP/IP networks, or NDN and TCP/IP hybrid networks. NDNBrowser is able to support for the HTML, images, CSS, JavaScript, audio/video tags in HTML5, JavaScript-based AJAX and developer-friendly API.
Vehicular Communication Networks
Vehicular networks have received significant attention in the last few years [205] , especially with the advent of the DTN concept [206] [207] . Recently, researchers are keen to investigate the feasibility of employing a content-centric approach to improve the efficiency of vehicular networks [208] [209] [210] . Amadeo, et al. [211] have proposed a content-centric framework for vehicular networks, which is implemented on top of IEEE 802.11p standard. Navigo [212] , a location based packet forwarding mechanism for vehicular Named Data Networking (NDN).
Mobility and Hand-off Management in Vehicular Network
In recent years, vehicular NDN is exponentially growing for efficiently providing mobility support in the infrastructure-less networks [213] Wang, et al. [213] have proposed a mobility solution with respect to a practical NDN application in the V2V data dissemination system. Every vehicle has an embedded NDN forwarding engine which communicates with its peers and roadside units (also NDN embedded) through multiple network interfaces, such as 802.11p (DSRC/ Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE) and Wi-Fi, to gather traffic information. Moreover, the NDN forwarding engine will send the I_pkt to other vehicles using one hop broadcast through available network interfaces. There are three different roles identified for a vehicle in terms of data producer, consumer, and data mule. Data producers are equipped with camera, sensors, and safety systems for producing road and traffic events. In comparison to other smart devices, cars usually have higher storage capacity. A data mule pre-fetches data which might be useful for consumers in the future. It caches data items by overhearing. They can serve even when the original data producer has left. The authors have also proposed a suitable naming scheme for the V2V NDN application. For effectively fetching the required data from other vehicles, names should include some key parameters like, geographical area, time, application type, and nonce, i.e., /traffic/geolocation/ timestamp/data type/nonce. Grassi, et al. [214] [215] have proposed Vehicular NDN (V-NDN), a common vehicular NDN framework for both infrastructure and infrastructure-less networks to upload and retrieve data. A vehicle can support many wireless interfaces, such as ad-hoc, 3G/LTE, Wi-Fi, WiMAX, etc. Using these interfaces, a vehicle may communicate to other vehicles or servers by choosing the best interface according to the need of applications (Fig. 26) .
A car can use infrastructure support (3G/WiMAX/Wi-Fi) to communicate with NDN routers. As in Fig. 26 , car D communicates with car B using cellular networks by establishing an IP tunnel over NDN routers, which is an example of using infrastructure support. Also, car D can communicate with car C locally without any infrastructure support (using Wi-Fi ad-hoc /802.11p). In such cases, the I_pkts are forwarded hop-by-hop until it reaches the car having the requested content. This gives the flexibility to a car in the V-NDN to play one role at a time, producer, consumer, forwarder and data mule (physical carriers of packets). LAL is equivalent to layer-2.5 which takes maximum benefits from layer-2. Location Services provides the support for the application and LAL. Cache is associated with each node to cache the content. Authors have implemented V-NDN on ndnSIM [216] where simulation shows that when high number of cars requests the same content, the overall performance of the system improves. As later, consumers play the role of data mule and distribute the data efficiently in the network.
Ming, et al. [218] have carried out empirical studies to compare handover events in NDN and IP networks with respect to fast moving trains. They have introduced relative delay coefficient (RDC) as a metric to compare relative performance of NDN and mobile IP. For accessing the first packet after the handover, NDN performs better than mobile-IP even though there will be a cache miss. The reason may be that, handover in mobile-IP requires MNs to first register its IP with the new access point, which incurs significant handover latency. While in NDN, named data does not require any prior registration. For regular packets, NDN performs poor in comparison to mobile IP if no or little cache hit is there. In NDN, there is a need to send a request first for retrieving the required data while IP continuously retrieve data from the servers.
Data Handling in Vehicular Networks
Recently, some mechanisms for data collection in vehicular network, have been studied in the NDN using naming [219] , Pub/Sub integration [220] , and query's response aggregation [221] , to reduce the number of messages required for data collection.
DMND [219] is a vehicle data collection system from MNs which take care of intermittent connectivity, data security and scalability in NDN. The simulation performed in Qualnet shows that DMND achieves better request-reply ratio compared to traditional Mobile IP. Drira, et al. [220] have proposed Pub/Sub integration with NDN for supporting data collection and dissemination in V2X (Vehicle-to Vehicle/Infrastructure) networks. Since V2X communication is event-based and NDN is a request-reply, integration of event-based Pub/Sub results in reduction of messages in the network because Pub/Sub allows the freedom for the subscribers to receive many messages for one subscription without sending the I_pkt again. Simulations on ndnSIM show that the method reduces the number of messages dispersed for subscribers in vehicles. Drira, et al. [221] have also presented a distributed query mechanism, named as NDN-Q for reactive data collection in vehicular networks. NDN-Q is used to collect and aggregate data from vehicles distributed in the network. NDN-Q is divided into two parts: query dissemination and response collection and aggregation. When consumer needs any data, it broadcast the Interest and any vehicle having the requested data may respond. Several vehicles may response together and increases unnecessary traffic volume. So to minimize the number of D_pkts transferred, data are aggregated or reduced by the intermediate nodes and towards the query source.
Miscellaneous
Many researchers have studied the use of NDN in different other domains, such as home and enterprise networking [222] , gaming [222] [224] [225] and entertainment [226] , multi-sensor collaborative sensing [227] , instant messaging [228] , traffic control for power saving [229] [230] , emergency communication support during disaster [231] , developing communication APIs [232] [233], Inter-process communication (IPC) [234] , handling malicious nodes [235] , smart city [236] , climate research and high energy and nuclear physics (HEP) [237] , etc.
Several researchers have worked on developing handy tools for experimentation over NDN platform. Cabral, et al. [238] [239] have introduced a cost effective Mini-CCNx tool developed for different experiments on NDN architecture and evaluated using dynamic routing protocols (OSPFN). Moreover, it is user friendly to configure the various parameters and supports large simulation environments. Lailar, et al. [240] have presented emulated NDN testbed in Open Network Laboratory (ONL).
COMPARISONS BETWEEN INTERNET/IP AND NDN
Researchers of FIA [9] have analyzed some fundamental limitations of the current Internet architecture in terms of functional, structural, and performance related properties [15] and we have summarized them in Table VI. For the sake of easy understanding, the limitations have been classified into four distinct categories related to processing and failure handling, storage, transmission, and control. In processing and failure handling, we discuss the limitations associated with the processing of data at the routers and handling (or access of) the data. In storage, we analyze the limitations with the buffers, caches, memory and disks, etc., available at the network. In transmission, we point to the limitations associated with the transfer and exchange of data. Finally, control discusses the limitations associated with the controls required for processing, storage and transmission functions. Table VII shows the inherent limitations of the Internet with respect to support for content dissemination, user mobility, network security, content caching capability, and application deployment. All these problems cannot be completely fixed with an ad hoc manner. Therefore, there is need of a new Internet paradigm which can address the drawbacks of the current Internet and root out the challenges with simple and efficient solutions.
In Internet, packets identify the end host using the destination IP address, while NDN packets refer the data using the CN. IP routers use IP prefixes for forwarding the IP packets and NDN routers use name prefixes for forwarding the I_pkt. IP depends on the routing protocol to provide a loop-free paths whereas, in NDN, request packet name and its nonce entry information is enough to eliminate the looping of the packets.
IP forwarding is stateless because, packets are not recorded in the routing table. But, NDN forwarding is stateful [7] [28] [65] because NDN router keeps record of every I_pkt passing through them, till the lifetime of the I_pkt expires. NDN observes the data plane (it is the part of a network that carries user traffic) performance continuously through the PIT states, Interest NACK and RTT calculation while IP cannot observe data plane performance because of one-way traffic and stateless forwarding. Internet routing protocols handle failures in packet forwarding. Therefore, routing protocols must maintain consistent routing tables in the network, which induces high overhead in large scale network [6] , e.g., slow convergence in BGP and limited scalability in OSPF. However, in NDN, forwarding strategies handle the failures locally through periodically probing the router's outgoing interfaces. 
√
Security of the whole Internet architecture
Security in the Internet is provided through several add-ons. Protocols may be secure, but the overall architecture is not self-protected against malicious attacks.
√
Control
Support for mobility There is a need to acquire an IP address for each wireless interface and every time the user changes location.
√
Efficient congestion control
Existing congestion control schemes work through cooperation of end systems and the network which induces plenty of overhead.
√
In Internet, IP packets may follow any path to reach the destination which may lead to congestion in a dynamic environment. Therefore, there is a need to explicitly maintain congestion control schemes. While in NDN, router manages congestion by regulating the I_pkt rate by allowing a single D_pkt against every I_pkt. Network security in the Internet is ensured by providing a secure channel between two communicating hosts while in NDN, security is in-built in the architecture. Every D_pkt in NDN is cryptographically signed by the content provider with its name for securing the data.
Internet does not support caching of the requested data in the network, whereas, NDN supports in-network caching of the requested data. Some of the data transfer functions [158] [232] on the basis of layers are discussed in Table VIII . Data transfer functions can be divided into two parts: data manipulation and transfer control. Data manipulation functions are used to read or modify the data, whereas, transfer control operations are used to regulate the data transfer process itself. These operations are associated with different layers in the Internet architecture while the same operations may associate with separate libraries and architectural modules in NDN. The layers responsible for performing these operations are discussed in Table VIII . 
Multiplexing
Uses process-to-process multiplexing/demultiplexing between two socket endpoints. I_pkt or D_pkts are de-multiplexed through the CN.
Timestamp & Sequence Number
Transport layer. Network layer.
OPEN RESEARCH CHALLENGES
As NDN is an emerging area of research, it offers plenty of open research challenges for current as well as future researchers. We have pointed out some major research challenges in this Section categorized based on the taxonomy tree, we introduced in Fig. 3 .
Naming
NDN architecture should support globally unique, human-readable, secure and location-independent names [10] . Therefore, the major issue is to develop a naming mechanism that can satisfy all these requirements. Currently existing naming approaches, like flat, hierarchical, and attribute-value, supports some of the requirements. Flat names provide uniqueness, and induce no overhead for finding the longest prefix matching. Flat names can be self-certifying and can be easily handled with highly scalable structure, like DHTs. However, flat names do not support name aggregation. Due to this, the use of flat name increases the routing table size and reduces network scalability. But still, there is no specific research whether flat names can provide required performance or not. Hierarchical names are human-friendly and supports name aggregation. Thus, it minimizes the routing table size and update time, and makes network scalable. However, because of name aggregation, hierarchical names do not fully support persistence. As in NDN, CNs shows content properties explicitly. Any change in the content hierarchy, either through owner change or any modification through a content provider, changes the CN [158] . In hierarchical naming mechanism, each name prefix is unique and supports forwarding of the packets as in the Internet. A major problem associated with hierarchical naming is that hierarchical names show content properties explicitly. Bari, et al. [13] pointed out that it is better to use self-certifying flat names because they support authenticity, uniqueness and persistence. However, we still lack general agreement regarding which naming mechanism should be used and it remains an open research issue. Users, on the other hand, are interested in retrieving the content by using human-friendly names that do not satisfy network requirements. Therefore, naming mechanisms for NDNs are still an important challenge to be investigated. NDN forwards the packets using CN, where the name has variable and unbounded length, and consumes high memory. Therefore, the high FIB update rate induces a scalability challenge for the name resolution. Another solution is to apply hashing to map the CNs into a fixed integer like, IP address and, then, use IP based routing algorithms for forwarding. Although many such schemes are proposed, there are still needs to develop one or more flexible and practical scheme(s) to support low processing time, high throughput and reliability at the router level.
Routing
In NDN, developing inter-domain routing protocols is still an open research area. Moreover, the main challenge is to map proposed routing solutions at the Internet level. The protocol used in Internet for inter-domain routing is BGP which is based on policies rather than shortest paths. The development of inter-domain routing is a challenging effort because policy agreement frequently changes in NDN.
In NDN, forwarding plane is responsible for fault detection, recovery and error control. On the other hand, in NDN, forwarding plane has reduced the role of routing only up to bootstrapping forwarding, and long-term topology dissemination. Therefore, there is a need to more study the forwarding and routing areas which are not present in the current Internet. Moreover, for solving the routing scalability problem, conventional routing can be replaced with geometric routing, i.e., hyperbolic routing [7] [8] for NDN. This method requires a service for mapping names to hyperbolic coordinates instead of a global routing table. But, so far, very little attention has been paid towards hyperbolic routing performance and how hyperbolic routing can handle complex routing policies between ISPs.
In highly dynamic networks, nodes may move frequently. In NDN, D_pkts trace the path followed by its I_pkt in reverse. If an intermediate node changes its location after the I_pkt transfer, reverse path will also change. Therefore, handling NDN mobility in highly dynamic network is an open research issue.
Caching
When several types of traffic compete for the limited cache space, cache-space management becomes a major concern for the NDN. Though some selective caching schemes have been proposed for NDN architecture, the area is still wide open for researchers. In selective caching, whole network-based traffic is classified into popular and unpopular contents which are resource consuming to implement. Other requirements for selective caching are not to cache privacy-sensitive content, cache only highly popular contents (in the network), and replacement of less popular contents. Therefore, the main research challenge is to find out content popularity correctly while incurring least possible resources. At the same time, another problem associated with selective caching is to deal with the fake popularity of contents. Moreover, the deployment of caching and replication mechanisms inside the network opens up the possibility of jointly optimizing routing, forwarding and in-network cache management. For instance, routing decisions could be affected by cache locations, the cache-ability of information and/or indications of cache contention.
The routers maintain limited space as a cache because of cost and performance. Content replacement policies are used to make room for new most popular content and remove less popular content from the cache. There is a trade-off between the processing capability of the router and cache replacement policies complexity. These policies must be less complex due to processing constraints at the router. Many complex content replacement policies exist, but still, there is need to develop the content replacement policies which can be scaled at the Internet level.
The management of these cached replicas increases the cost in mobile environments like, MANET and DTN whereas, some recent mobile routing algorithms support opportunistic on-path caching. Therefore, designing routing algorithms that can mitigate the overhead of keeping track of routing information to access cached contents is a research challenge. Another open issue is to deal with the unpopular contents as they do not get any benefits from caching. Varvello, et al. [107] have presented that the presence of unpopular contents reduces the overall performance benefits of the structured routing protocols.
Forwarding
Many data structures [55] [60] [62] [66] exist for implementing the PIT and FIB at the NDN router. Still, this research area is open for developing efficient data structures supporting less memory consumption, and high-speed lookups.
As already discussed, forwarding strategies explores the multi-path capability of NDN and choose best outgoing interface(s) to forward the I_pkt. It supports load balancing across paths, congestion control, link failure, and detect several attacks, such as prefix hijack and DDoS [29] [65] . There are still open challenges to design effective and efficient forwarding strategies for different contexts and networks.
NDN does not have any transport layer, the main responsibility of IP's transport layer has been shifted into the NDN forwarding plane. In NDN, in-network caching, replication, multi-path routing, new delivery modes like, multicast, unicast, and anycast, make data transport more complicated than in the Internet. Although, many techniques have been proposed for exploring the functionalities of these new mechanisms, still there is need to explore the design of flow, congestion and error control functions. Another open issue is to explore that how to utilize the multi-path capability in a better way.
Mobility
Current Internet architecture still facing problems for supporting the mobility while, mobility in NDN, has not been explored too much. Consumer mobility is in-built in the NDN while provider's mobility induces overhead and scalability issues. Whenever a provider moves, there is a need to update locator information. The impact of provider's mobility can be minimized through caching and replication of popular contents but still unpopular contents suffers. Therefore, better solutions for the provider's mobility are a major research challenge.
NDN mobility minimizes the hand-off delay because of the availability of cached and replicated copies of the content hosted by some intermediate node between the consumer and the actual provider. But, the main problem is that many realtime communications has less use of caching (e.g., a voice call). Therefore, real-time multimedia support for NDN is a major research challenge.
Most of the time, the vehicles use information through crowd-sourcing. Therefore, the major challenge is to authenticate data without revealing provider's identity.
Security, Privacy and Trust
As NDN deals directly with the CNs, content properties remain available explicitly. Therefore, privacy and security of the content are an open research challenge as discussed in Section 5.1. In NDN architecture, encryption with keys associated with CN is used for security. There are very few literature for key management, i.e., who will be responsible for key creation, distribution and revocation. Another largely unexplored research area is access control mechanisms, i.e., definition of access control policies, applications of access control policies for cached data and user authentication [10] . Moreover, an attacker may track user information by monitoring their content requests when it is available to all intermediate nodes between the user node and the content provider. A permanent solution is not provided yet. In conclusion, security, trust management and privacy are still an open research area in NDN.
Applications
As NDN is a new research area, a big scope exists for the development of several applications. Many applications for NDN has been developed as discussed in Section 6. Nevertheless, there is need to develop applications for the various network environments and contexts to explore the NDN benefits, such as multicast, in-network caching, intelligent and stateful forwarding, scalability, easy application development and deployment nature.
